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MURDERERS, /BAND
IN THE taRITORY
Victims' Ears Are Shorn From
Their Heads by Assassins.
New York Police Are Unahl
4 Solve Myetery Ite‘t tg
Crimes In That
ANOTHEI ASS.tULT FAILED.
Oklahoma ,City, Okla., Aug. 3.--
The discovery last night of a Made
Partly cloudy oith probably men-later identified as Wilbur Gunreth,
and of another a few (lees ago, found elem.' shoetere, t rght or Sunday.t. T..' Highest temperature yesterday, *7;to be J. H. Crawford. of Tuttle,
and yet another at Vinton, I. T.. lowest 1,411e, 05.
early today, all similarly mutilated, 
lends to the belief that an organized
gang of Murderers are working to toe
full limit in Oklahoma City and sur-
rounding towns.
Yesterday morning a human ear
was found on a prominent street roy-
nay in this city. Last night some_ ere-
Tarnieri ciiming in to the city hefuodana
'WEATHER FOlt ECAST.
body with Miller Catrittp--
The body of J. H. Crawford, of
- Tuttle, was found after the train had
reached Chickasha, in a car that had
• been started from this city. Both
ears were cut off and found btsiee
the body. The body found at Vin-
ton today was niutilated :n the
saute mannter as the 'others. fl he,
not yet been identified.
CILAC,113-1:117
CItEW NIISSING.
London. .tugust 3.---The Ger-
MAUI %teenier 'letutortia, bound for
Hamburg, eta*. wrecked In the
lied Sea, areording to report* re-
ceived here, Sixteen members of
a•rew are said to be
New York Outromes.
• New York. Aug. 3.- -el he murder
Of TitTle'S-Year-uTd Kafie Tletschler,
etto welt found yesterday choked to
death with her own hair ribbon and
tier body- itintletted by the slayer's
lest, in a dark cellar Cu nest ave-
nue, has called forth today every ef-
fort of the whole policee department
to find the man who has been settee
lying his murderous appetite in the
Wrangling and backing to bits of his
victims. Unlike the White Chapel
Jack the Ripper, the Xew York slay-
er picks out his victims among shil-
tiren as well as women. The killing
of the Tietschter child was the most
atrocitem in the city's history.
The teeming Inability of the po-
lice to check the wave of crime.
which is spending Itself unchecked in
the killing and epollation of women
ane children, has created a state of
fear among hundreds of families on
the East Side, where the Tietsch'er
crime was committed, and in other
parts of the city. Police Commission-
er Bingham says that the preseet po-
lice force is inadequate to properly
police the city, but that everything
possible ia being done by the force
under his direction.
Another assault on a young girl
was attempted today, and only•tne
timely arrival of the police prevented
a crowd of frantic longshoremen from
taking the law into their own hands.
Carl Nelson, a 'Swedish sailor. seized
11-ytnr-old. Annie Pittman as she was
playing near the Rector street pier
of the Baltimore & Ohio. Her screams
brought a crowd of angry longshore-
4 men, who set upon Nelson and beat
hem unmercifully. Nelson protested
his innocence,
Pacific Cruise Now Assured.
Oyster BO', L. I., Aug. 3.-,-Lecre-
tary Loeb said today that there had
been no hangs in the plans to tiend
the Atlantic battleship fleet to tire
Pacific ocean and that the necessary
preparations for the trip are now twe
ing made by the navy department.
leton their completion- and approval
by the president the voyagit will be
begun when he gives the word. MI:.
Loeb made this statement incidental-
ly ineaying that there was no founds-
-Hon-tor the report that Secretary
Metcalf had. been or would beakked
to resign from the cabinet because lel
his announcement that the fleet
would be In Ban Fenneisco harbor in,
the near euture. Seeretary boetei
statement that the eeet will go to the
Picnic is regarded here as signift-ant
as being the first dtrect announce-
ment to that-effect made at Oyster
Bay.
•
Hungry_ _Ilion Delays (Inuit.
, Boston, Mass., Aug. 3.---!Too hun-
gry; to talk and 'too tired to stand up,
Frank Mulle, a ttyrian, who, with 'his
brother, Dominic°, was arrested on
the charge of killing Rasso Ayoub
on July 16. delayed business In the
municipal court today, declaring he
would not answer any more questions
time food was given him and a place
to sit was proVided for him.
Peasant' Burn ,Estates.
St. oPetereburg, Aug. 3.-1- Serious
Agrarian disorders ocieurred inVe-
reeeeh. where Peasants burned eleven




Murray, Ky., Ans. 3,- (Special-.)—
vowing to -the inability of the city
eouecil to eleet a sgecessor to Mar-
shal 'Holland last night, a meeting
was called for Monday night, when
1"taltoftee to trek the deadlock,
NO 11:REST,
Detroit. Augti•t 3.—No arrests
iii Iollon thi• inquest into the
Ionia train %%reek, ohich cost 31
lives. Th.. tee-dirt Ii, this four
member% of the freight crew, MO
',sermon; and a train dispatcher
and the Pert' Nlanntette railroad
• la tit sr./1911 is declared at
fault, responsible. .There is no
ground for a oarrant for iiii n-




V. ere arrested .411ce midnight
charged n flit taking pact in the
murderous rant upon Chinatown
last night, in which three of their
countrymen were killed and se% -
era! lit 0.111411.111. POW.' say the
 lirs oils done hy menthere
Of the High
(HUI\ ‘1•IthET.
Cincinnati. .tug. 3.— Wheat.
Stri; eon. kirk Odi '141.
MINE DISASTER,
Berlin, Aux. 3.— Eighteen
men s. err killed and It: injured
in a mining disaster in limn-
burg.' South Germany.
IT IS SAID.
New York. "flop, -3.—Ar4fre.
Herald publiehed the report
from Saratoga that sei retro) of
the Treasurer Cortelvon positive-
ly will he a candidate for the
Republican nomination for pres-
ident unless Roosevelt
a candidate. Uortelyou does ,not
approve of Taft's candidacy and




letncaster, Ky., Aug. 3.— In
hie still tiled today, Louis H.
Lovell, a banker here. who died
Weilneetbsy, in Levitegon, left
$70.0o0 to the Lancaster grad-
ed sal001.
Fugitives From Tennessee.
Anhui-11nd Ernest Milon and reir-
die Haby, colored, were arrested last
'fight shortly aftereel0 o'clock by Po-
lice Sergeant Emil Gourieux and De-
teetire Will Baker on Washington
street between Tenth and Eleventh
streets, 'sad -are being held pending
the arrival of officers from- Hunting-
don; Tenn. Last night officers from
that city telephoned to anrest the
trio on the charge of being fugitives.
They areieharged with. a felony', and




ing a searching investigation by the
bank direttors. and the efforts of the
detectives, the disappearance 01 14,1
JftO'Irom the First _Net) b nk
last Thursday morning _remains as
nuich of LIpySterY as  ever- The ne-
gro janitor Of the bank is in jail
charged with having stoen the mon-
ey - 444_ Ants the accusation and
the directors of the bank admit that
they Ave no evidence agair the
man.
Lack of Beauty Exenee for Murder.
Vienna, Aug. 3.— A Hungarian
peasant at Nousandoo, charged with
murdering his 18-year-old daughter.
admitted the crime, but pleated that
site was au ugly he had no chance of
getting her married. The jury decid-
ed that thin plea established-extenu-
ating eircumstanees, and brought In "
verdict 'of manslaughter. The epurt
accepted this- and sentenced the pris-
oner to three years' imprisonment.
fitantheetT fie Company Coming:
It 'is 'tenoned that -the Stantiara
Tie company, of Detroit. Mich.,
which bred headquarters here until
last winter, will remove neadquar-
ters back to Paducah from Memphis
Mr. Billy McCandless, /nanager,
aspect/ea( in the etty next week on
M11(110h4. iffiffeeeeete Wiol the removal
!PROF. MAY SUE
AUGUST SALARY
Bill May Be Presented at the
Board Meeting This Month.
RAN 11.4.11 City but Will Itetturitt in at
Short Time and Action in teturt
May Follow.
AMOUNT .HE 'CLAIMS DUE HIM,
It is understood that-Superintend-
ent C. M. Lieb will present to the
school bOard at the meeting next
Tuesday night I bill, for $166.66, the
amount of salary claimed by him for
August, according to 'the terms of
his contract, and the resolution in-
troduced at the June meeting by True
tee eleckerterach and adcrpted by the
board. Professor Lieb left the city
yesterday. and the report cannot be
authenticated until his return,- but
it is said he will lw in Padueah next
week. . _
etkt_the beet special_juegith.g.,_ the
hoard voted his salary for the month
of July, but ruled out of order a mo-
tion to issue the August voucher, and
left the situation in statu quo. This
left the record without any apparent
demand for his August szeary com-
ing front Professor I.ieb, and aaved
the board from Ohm on record offic-
ially, either allowing or denying the
claim for salary.
Whether Prof. Lieb intends to site
he board for the amount of his Au-
gustesafary, upon refusal to meet the
demand, will be made clear when
Professor Lieb returns.
In view.of the fact that Trustee
Ileckenbaeh made an open attack on
the integrity of Dr. Harry William-
son, Dr. Pitcher and Professor Lieb.
the latter's friends, are insisting on
his pressing his claim.
Warrant on Cruelty Charge.
A warrant was sworn out for Wil
its Roberts, a 16 year old boy 'em-
ployed at the Cohankuti Manufactur-
ing ,rompany, this morninF by Hu-
mane ()facer Jap Toner for cruelty
to animals, and the case *ill come
up for trial Monday morning before
Police Judge D. A. Cross. lir. Toner's
attention was called to the case by
neighbors in Boyd's alley on the
ncrth side of the city. An old horse,
left th -'oy by his father, a veteri-
na sur eon wh
as tied by one leg until the rope




Mayking, Ky.. Aug. :I.—Officers
Potter and Holbrook went into the
Cumberland mountains to arrest
James McCoy, charged with beating
his mother-in-law to death. McCoy
resisted and a battle followed in
which he was killed. McCoy was a
member of the McCoy fend family
of Pike county.
DR. AND MRS. CHIPPS
AGREE TO MAKE UP
Dr. Edward -Chipps and wife, ot
Birdeville, who figured in an interest-
ing divorce and habeam cor-
pus proceedings_ at Smith-
land last week, have be-
come reconciled, and the suit will be
dismissed in Livingston circuit court.
The wife sued for divorce and e5,000
alimony and sued out it writ of ha-
beas corpus for the possession of
their 'two-yetfr-ntd child. The writ
was tried by' Judge Cowper. Count
Judge Davis being a relative of the




KEEPING IN THE PUBLIC EYE,




31 Three Col. Cartoons-190;
Head, Knocks Him Unconscious
Maxon Mills, Aug. 3. (Special.)--
While working In his blacksmith
shop this morning, James Robertson
accidentally struck . his helper.
Charles Richards, in the forehead
with ., hammer. Richards -was
knocked unconscious, and Dr. Kim-
brough. who attended him, thinks
the accident will not result seriously.
-Richards is about 20 years old and is
a popular young man here
Mississippi Senatorial Race is
Close—Williams Said to Win
Jackson, Miss Aug. 3— (B)'
United Press)—The senatorship was
announced this afternoon as official-
ly eonferred on John Sharp Williams.
Memethis, Teem., Aug. 3. (Special.)
the senatorial vote with four-
teen counties lacking, Vardaman
leacls by 7110. With the vote for gov-
ernor, .eighteen counties lacking,




Tie Company There is Corn.
pelled to Pay Same Price
as attrookport.
Joppaes strike is at an end. Work
was resumed this morning be the
colored tie carriers, only after the
tie companies met their demands for
an increase. and after nearly a two
weeks' idleness ties began moving.'
At the incipiency of the strike both
sides were firm and continued so un-
til this week, when the companies
had to meet the demands. The same
will be received at Joppa for unload-
ing ties, as at Brookporte one and
one-half cents for each tie. Several
Weeks ago the Ayer & Lord Tie
company granted 11a employes ail
increase. The hotepanies handling
ties at Joppa are: Holcomb-FillYee
Tie company, Standard Tie company,
Indiana Tie company, Gray Tie com-
pany, and the Josh Watkins Tie
'company. It is not known, but pre-
Aimed that all of the companies






Mr.' David C. McGraw. 75 years
old, father of Mrs. Gus Gideon, of
R13 South Fourth street. died this
morning at 5:26 o'clock of complicit-
titnts. He was born in Jackson,
Tenn., and was a carpenter by
trade. Seven years ago he removed
to Paducah to Beg With Mrs. Gideon.
and was well known and popular
among mane' friends. He leaves two 'Fulton, Ky., August 3.--A. Volck.
sons, Messrs. A. J. McGraw, of Can- a dentist • Of Houston, Tex, was
ads, and etellliam McGraw, of Jones- taken from tee Memphis and Chicago
heo, Ark. His _daughters are Mrs. sleeeer when it arrived en this city,
Gideon, this claty';'• Mrs. B. Riabn, by tsee policemen, assisted. by - five
Nashville, and _Mrs. John Evans, oLcitizens, f raving maniac. )He is
Jackson, Tenn. The body will be ta- being held at the police station wait
ken to Jackson, .Tenn., tomorrow lug Instructions. When first ken
'morning et 7:50 o'clock. The funeral from the title he overpowered 19,0119
will take place Sunday .afternoon, men and rat several blocks 'crying
Services will be conducted, by the l"murder." t • reaching the railroad
Rev 3 Solimin, Jaekettn. - remelting lie lmhi*'(l, rell and *Onla
'
recaptured. The best medical atten-
tion is being given him. He is a drug
victim and was on his way to a Michi-
gan sanitarium.
Gen. Tyler Makes a Speech.
A feature of the Confederate re-
union at Kuttawa today is an ad-
dress by General H. A. Tyler, of
Hickman. General Tyler arrived In
Paducah yesterday at noon, and was
not aware that the reunion began
yesterday. He Missed the noon train,
setting off here, and this morning
'left at 7:50 o'cicIck for Kuttawa.
General Tyler was dressed in full
uniform.
Fulton. Ky., Aug,. 3.—(Specia13---
Mr. J. S. Vhitnell has gone to Chl- i
cago In search of his runaway daugh-
ter, Maxie Pannell, formerly of Pa-1
ducah, who tricked the Memphis po-
lice, and is he:ieved to he in Chicago
with George Meacham, whom she
ran away to marry, it is believed
here that both Miss Whitnell and
Meacham passed through here atei
went on to Chicago to be married.
HOUFOON tillUGGIST IS
ritAZED WITH *ME 11111.70.
Alleged Trust SuA,
Chleago, August 3.—The federal
grand jury today returned indict-
ments against A. Booth & Company,
the so-called fish trust, and the Lake
Shore railroad, and also a number of
individuals. is the result of an invell-
tigation. Which has occupied the at-
tention of government officials sev-
eral months. The fish company is
charged with securing rehat,es,
Discovered breaking open trunks
in the beggage room of the New Rich-
mond House, an unknown white man
made a hasty exit when reported by
the porter as noon today Locks on
two trunks of erummersehad been
beoken and the thief lad gone
through the contents and had aetiort-
-i44ee5e4 the ehelege ise Intended taking-
THIEF IN TRUNK ROOM
WAS HELPING HIMSELF
On the floor. He was breaking the
lock off another trunk when the por-
ter entered. The trunk of Sam Mack-
ley, of Cairo, was gone through and
several articles we're taken by the
thief,
No Ball Game Tontorrow.
Paducah fans will witness no game
of baseball at Wallace park tomor-
row. The announcement was made
today at noon when it was seen that
would be impossible to get the
'Gregory Museow pyrotechnical show
:in ham, for Monday night's perform-
ance if the equipment was not put
up. Sunday -and today.- The Centrals
again* the Pearls, was (he game
scheduled at Wallace park for Sunday
morning and In the afternoon the
Cairo Pabsts against the Paducah In-
dependents.
Mr. Sid Esker, of LovelsoevItle, is
BANK CLEARINGS OFF
SLIGHTLY THIS WEEK
Local • Business Conditions
Remain Good, in Spite of
Late Summer Start.
flank clearings 1141.1,11.077
Same vieek last year  700,167
becrsse  40,1151
The batik clearings show a decrease
.s week, which 19 the first for some
me, and one of the few weeks of
the entire year that have fallen be-
hind last year. The decreer, how-
ever, is only 140,19ti.
Reports from very nearly every
line of business are encouragingt Re-
tailers are doing well with their
clearance sales, and some of them
are finding -trouble in finding some
of their tilt-in wants. The season
had a late start but at the final wind-
up will, in all probability, equal -last
year.
The freight and Passenger busi-
ness for both the railroad companies
entering Paducah is running ahead
of last summer, ind with t
Interests in much greater.
-Real estate men still report good
demands for property (did, treeing
very active.
The rains of the week have been
timely, as corn especially was in need
ot rain. Crop. conditions are very
fair, and with some more seasonable
weather will improve rapidly. The.e
are, however. complaints from some
sections of the 'county about the con-
dition of tobacco.
ALMOST ASPHYXIATED
WORKING IN GAS TRENCH
While repairing a leak in a gas
pipe at. Eighth and Madison streets
yesterday afternoon. Charli.s Clark
of the Paducah Light and Purl com-
pany, had a narrow isCape from be-
ing asphyxiated. Clark was working
in an excavation several feet deep,
and he realized the air was too satu-
rated with the gas and started to
climb out, butt he was too wea
might have died had not a colored
laborer passed and seen' Clark's con-
dition. He was lifted out and soon
revived from the effects of the gas.
MOTHER WANTS TO KNOW
If TAILOR LEFT ESTA
F. I,, liellyer, formerly a tailor in
Paducah, is dead, and his .mother.
Mrs. Ruth Hellyer. f St. Bereaux,
Devonshire England, has written to
the Police to look after his-estate if
he i'area any. }Weyer was no more
.a four feet two inches tall, His
arms were long and he walked with
one shoulder leaning. He went In-
sane and was held her in jail for
some time, but showed improvement
snd was released. He went, home to
England and there died. The police
are investigating to learn If he left
any interysts here of any kind
_
Many Wearing Jackets.
Jackets and coats were conspicu-
ous on the streets this morning 'in
every portion of the city. Last -night
after clerk the temperatere began to
STANDAkb
GIVEN LIMI1
Jndge Landis Fines It Just
$29,240,000 for Rebating
on Product.
CHICAGO 4, y TON IS NEXT
Record Breaker Penalty is
Appealed rrom By In.
diana Corporation.
GRAND JURY FOR AUG. 14
chreago, Aug. 3 —A fine of $29.-
w as imposed upon the Stand-
en' Oil enmpany of Indian* to:
day by Judge Keneshaw M. Landis in
the federal court upon conviction of
 eetvittwr riotu t tte.tgti
Alton railroad for shipments-of oil
The fhte was the limit that could be
emposed-fteet he Si audited's- artton.-- ---
J udge Landis' decision in imposing
the fine was lengthy.comprising 7,5410
words. He ,reviewed the testimony
and commented upon the open in-
fringement of the interstate com-
merce act by the oil comparie. ite
"It is the pee l ee of liar cunite. he
said in conclusion, eto administer the
law asbe fines it, rather than to ex-
piate_ upon the individual injury of
pun tstrment authorized Mr Iirin trac-
t ion in its judgment, The sentence
of this court is that the defendantt,
Standard Oil company, pay it fine of
$29,24'1,000.- _ , •
The Standard will undoubtedly ap-
peal from the decision. which inflict-
ed the heaviest fine tver assessed in a
i•nited States court,
It was also dfre,ted that the grand
Jury a called August 11 to investi-
gate the other party to the
transactions, the Chicago fa Alton
railway, which gave- rebates.
After court concluded reading the
decialen Attorner Starr tor the de-
fense, obje.-ted to the final entry of
the order, because the Standard's
lawyers were „not present. Judge
Landis said it was agreed that they
would be here, hence the retepeet
would receive 110 consideration.
A motion to set aside and vacate
the judgment was also overruled. 
The come said 60 days will be al-
lowed_ to _prejare _a_ 0111 sot. excep-
tions, The case will get to the court
of appeals in January.
Leading lawyers say Lenditie decis-
ion has no parallel in Anglo-Ameri-
can -jurisprudence, as to litetare
ality,- lucidity, force and innovae
time
in the city fall.
guilt
Ten Say Waddell I..sane,
Williant Waddell, colored, who
shot at policemen and pedestrians
near Sixteenth stieet and Kentucky
avenue several months ago, was
tried for lunacy yesterday afternoon
before County Jteige R. T. Lightfoot
and adjudged of sound mind. Ten
Jurors were for sanity and two for
insanity. Waddell's wife was ' ad-
judged' a lunatic and is new in the
Hopkinieville asylum. •
Hugh Hoyle Liquor Case,
A-Oconee- Hal S, Corbettnnd Eu-
gene Graves, representing Huge
Boyle, the saloon _keeper fined for
Sunday selling, have- preparecP pa-
pers and Mr. Corbett will go to
Fr kfort Monday to lay the case
ore the appellate court. Mayor
eiser revoked..Boyle's license, het
he took an appeal.
Birthday Surprise. -
Totiierrow 'near Rater. Graves -
surprise  _ birthday Picnic
dinner will be tendered Mr. J. F. She!
tone a brother of Constable A. C.
Shelton, of this city, and Constable
Shelton Will attend, ft is In homer
of the Graves county farmer's forty-
teeth birthday.
Fell anti Hun_ Hie Knee.- • -
Dr. B. le Hall, of ell South •
Fourth street fell at an alley_on Ten .
neesee street between Third and
Fourth-- streets, last evening and in-
jured his left knee. He stumbled on
a rock bord,er to a graveled alley.
TWeetiefiZe 'in the alley has ben re-
ported and will at once be repaired.
Buys Corkineerial House,
William Hart, who for years man- .
aged The Hart House on North
Fourth street, has returned from
CaliforMa and has bought tile man-
agement of the- Commercial House.
Third and Jefferson streets, from
Mr. Hebert Leigh. He 'will tette ,
'charge -In *-few days.
• .
Overcome With Gas.
While working in an 'excavatIon on
Madison street yesterday P. C. Clark,
a gas fitter, Itells overcome by gas es-
caping from a broken pipe. He Was
iaved by companions, end recovered
in Ft Anil time. . •
ittlikeyer two months. Any
I.y one-half,' beeauee insured died
ONWIKALTH meth.% PROMPTLY and
when death occure—ausi gives a "square
cy bolder." Heal the following letter:
Louisville, Ky., Judy -I-4,-1907.
edONWEALTH LIFE INS. CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen: - I received today full settlement Of claim under
.polley No. 38563 for 4100.00 on the life of My wife, Sarah E. Tin-
ge, who died July 15tb.
Althofigh this policy has been in face only since May 13th,
1907, your Company has paid me the full amount, where as any
°Sher company doing an industrial business would have only paid
ins one-half, as your policies are In FULL IMMEDIATE' benefit
front date of *sue.
Thanking you for your kindness and promptness in this mat-
ter and assuring you that 1 will reconitnend the C 0 M M 0 N-
WEALTH to all those desiring Insurance, as it is the Best Com-
pany to apply for ineurance, • •
'Very truly yours,
JARRET TINGLE, Beneficiary, 2908 Edwin Ave.
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at the Age of 75
;et .d 1•tol to W. D. Ashley, Superintendent of Indus-
trial I rep.o I merit, LAO.. Building, Sixth and Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
111111 .111 11:4. 111 will be glatl to call and explain fully the many exclusive
feature. of (1):11tifVME.1 1.TH Insurance. You do not obligate your-
self in any way by talking it over. •__
Commonwealth
life Ins. Co. 308ChestnutLouisville, Ky,
J. D. POWERS. Pre.: :UMW al.tTT 0•130HERTY, Find Vire
*ea.-ante Tresio+.1-11114, J. W, WIEST,
Medical Director: Gitleti4lty-0 l'HENRY. Counsel; .j. M.
WINN. Manager of .egencles, 1A/li'le G. RUSSELL, alanager In-
dustrial Department.
Coming King of nuance.
'"Did you raise those pigeons, m?
lad " asked a white-haired man, lay-
ing his hand eneouragingly on the
boy's shoulder.
"Yes, sir," replied the ::ttle fel-
low; "me and niyf all,,,. z,,gether.
"Them's the same old leven.
Th.'s eairier pigeons, sir, and they
always come home. We've sold,'em
ever forty times, and they - always
comes back to the coop in a day or
.1wo.—New York Press.
•-•
'Tain't no trouble to raise plgeons The largeet plow ever built hag 
been
week?"How many do you Sell
'successfully used on 'a Texas ran.a "
"Only %even, sir." ,The implement clears a strip of'
"You raise only eleven d week?- ground seven feet wide.1
"No, sir; we ain't ral,ed more than:
couple Of pair in the last three The best evidence of any superior-
months." 
.. 
iity is a recognition of the obligations
"Y• ,
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Wallace Park Base
Ball Grounds
Nights of Aug. 5th, 6th, 7th
RUSSIAN DANCING GIRLS
8=—High Class Vaudeville Acts-8
350----Performers===350
In the Stirring Pantomine
And
$1,000 GREGORY'S FIREWORKS $1,000
Millitary Band and Vaudeville
Admission - 25c, 50c, 75c




011e of Raves Went ía Five
Straight Heotttr,
I •
Four Good Cards Were Presented By
Matiuee Club Vesti.rday
Afternoon,
LARGE CROWD IN ATTENDANCE.
THE WINNERS. •
Trot, three out of five heats—Ella
Mack, owned by Ben T. Frank, driven
by Tom Settle.
Trot, three out of five, mile beats—
George Starr, owned and driven by
Dr. Ed Mirky.
Running, hale mile—Lady Foster,
(lotted by Zech Bryant, ridden by
Pacing, IWO out of three, half
mile—Red Walk, owned by C L. Van
Met('r, driven by Tom Settle.
In the presence of a- large crowd,
the Matinee club races were success-
fully run at the fair grounds yester-
day afternoon Races started at 3
o'clock and ended at few minutes be-
fore 6 o'clock. Several heats were
exciting, and brought the grand stand
to its feet in a frenzy. More enthu-
siasm was exhibited tha nat any
former races.
The officers were:' Judges—Oee
Ale:adder, Dr. H. F. Williamson and
W. L. Bower. Starter-- Wynn Tul-
:- Iffiners-- -Wallare-Wetl-and R. D.
Phillips. Track marshal—Top San-
ders.
Trotting Race.
+Three out of flee. mite heats.t
Entries—Ella Mack, owned by
Ben T. Frank, driven by Torn Settle;
Ina B, owned and driven by Gus
Thompson: Sarah McClure, owned by
Fendol Burnett, driven by Fendol
Burnett and Gus Thempson; Gus B.
owned and driven by W. M. Tucker.
(Dyersburg, scratched.)
Flied Heat. '
Starters got away with Etta Mitok
at the tisk. Ina B broke on the first
turn ant was followed by Gus B with
a break on the first quarter pole.
Ella Mack broke, but was speedily
steadied, and in a-grand spurt came
up to Sarah McClure and in the fin-
ish lost by a nose, Ella Mack second,
Gus' B third and Ina B fourth. Time,
1:13%.
Second Heat.
Starters off well bunched with
Sarah McClure the pole and Gus
Thompson driving. Thompson had
withdrawn Ina B and taken Fendol
Burnett's place in Sarah McClure's
Eulky. Gus B brae on the first
turn. In the stretch Sarah McClure
began crowding Ella Mack and the
latter finished fine by a bare neck,
McClure and Gus B third. Time,
1:09%,
Third Heat,
Sarah McClure took the lead al-
though Ella Mack star e wt a
vantage of the pole. Sarah McClure
went into tire air on the stretch, fol-
lowed by Ella Mack, and Gus B
came steadily in and won 14 half a
head, pushed by Ella Mack after a
hard spurt. Sarah McClure third.
Time, 1:104.
Fourth Heat.
Starters got off in order of Gus B.
with the pole, Sarah McClure and
Ella Mack. Sarah McClure broitc;. on
,he, back stretch. Ella Mack forced
Into second place and on the streteh
Gus B went intb the air, Ella Mark
wining with ease, Gus B and Sarah
McClure finishing in order. Time,
1:13,
Fifth Heat. -
Starters got off in order of Gus B,
Ella Mack and Sarah McClure. Sarah
was turned back, getting no good
start. Ella Mack forced Gus B hard
all the way around, the latter break-
A Breath From
the Woo dlaiid"
What is more delightfully re-
freshing or more suggestive of
freshness than the true odordr
some tragyaut flower?" Our stock
of fine perfifmes is a source of
real pieasurela any one who ap-
preciates the refinement which
dainty perfumes indicate. The
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It is one thing to eat and quite an-
other to digest the food. Many people
can't do the latter and suffer for years
from indigestion without really knowing
what is the matter with them. They
just know that their "stomach is out of
order."
But the most Important thing, after
all, Is to know what is the 'matter, for
then it(sassy enough to know what to do. lf the
advice of thousands bf people Is convincing to
you then we say eke Dr Csidvrell sSyrup Pep-
sin if you have any digestive trouble. As its
chime indicates, it is for that v....ry aliment,
soul that it cures is proven by tiles of voluntary
testimonials In Our office. More direct And per-
sonal pr at:Abe emented by come 10 your
nougat mid await a Wean or $1 bot-
ue. Take sad you will be well; better Situ,
results an 'salaamed, so you risk
°"Ron Cleags O. nankin loraterlyVik....Woo-
mouth, 1111 and ram residing as Waahlar D.
C. wheys he Was a high width= with 
_
.rnine. MS Imam friend of Dr. Caklwen's
gym) PegeSi. He toned ism Invaluable seals
and ea aid to Impaired stomach sad digestive
omits—an splatoa seared In by Mamma of
others. He adds that be nods It promotes health
and happiness and reconszneisis that it be in
sveTyebrrsebold.
than Dr. DildwNl's Syrup _Pepsin. 
in trwth. 'no better vs
and ellesslee dellesi and planate Wm
inead sapestelle is weak stamen. eahdren,
women and old people. It is equally good for
the =sit robust who heroine consitipatel or
suffer (MIR irsillire5Lion sour starnaehi bilious-
ness and other stOmucti. liver and bowel All.
ments. because re,ults sure and oermitaer.t.
hiss reliable laxutive and even Si0 cent WWII
will help many members of a family to betwia
health.
FREE TUT Zr. abwis.:.:11.".̀
lag W. ewe s tainsisaiVset is lesit etas er
ear
ateirastag as . Maar ma swift
nog* all in a we mil Is pi" sew Itivas:
amain emarse=ow Wisps. SW
ilaViretss imam hr chliesat, mum stu ele
him am. THE
KIM 'PIT 4801=1. ell Sem sas aws
at DR CAW. ill " TM wean
hart Curty gull/111190 NOrTgreltttra.
PEPSIN SYRUP OS.
14713eldwell Bldg.,  Maselsellar U.
11•••..
ing, and permitting the light stepping
mare to finish first, far in adavance.
Time, 1:11.
• Trotting Race.
(Best three out of five, mile heats.)
Entries—Billie Buck, owned and
driven by Gus Thompaiii; George
Starr, owned and driven by Dr. Ed
FarleY: (Sam Patchen, scratched.)
'First Meat.
George Starr got away a length In
the lead, with the advantage of the
pole. Ott the third quartei Billy
Buck for ed the black horse hard,
but Starr won by a length. Time,
2:24%.
Second Heat.
Starters got away well lines, but
on the back stretch of the first half,
Starr got two lengths lead. Billy
Buck took up space at the first quar-
ter pole and on the last half stretch
began to force Starr but broke, Starr
finishing with ease. Time, 2:21.1.
Third Heat.
Billy Buck took the lead by a
length on the start. Starr forced
him and trailed less than a 14ngth
behind until the last half stretch
when Buck broke and Starr took a
heavy lead. Buck recovered and
rave a hard nose, eating all but one
length up. Time, 2:20.
Half Mile Dash.
_ Entries—"Cblef
by- Detective Will Baker, ridden by
Brown Slim, and "Lady Foster."
owned by Zaeh Bryant, ridden by
Yellow Boy.
MOSCOW
REHEARSAI.44 BEGIN FOR THE
MAMMOTH SPECTACLE.
WM Open Monday Night With Spec-
ial Features at Wallace Park
Baseball, Grounds.
Men, women, children and all
wanted at "Moscow," the wonderful
out-door spectacle, 'which will be
given its initial presentation Mon-
day, are busily rehearsing the ideas
necessary to make them blend with
the scenes depicted by the massive
scenery which is being put in posi
tion at Wallace park ball grounds.
Special features for the opening and
other nights have been arranged by
the management, and the variety of
the fireworka display:Will each night
be changed to convey some idea of




CA leago  9 0
Now York  it 4 2
Batteries -- Brown and Morgan;
Mathewson and Bresnahan.
H E
Pittsburg  G 9 1
Brooklyn 1 G 3
Bateries — Liefleld and Phelps;
Stricklett and Bergen.
R H- E
. Louis  1 5 • 1
Philadelphia  5 9 3
Batteries — Karger and Marshall,
Sparks tipd Dot/in,-
R H E
Cincinnati  5 7 2
Boston  3 9 4




Washington  2 5 2
Detroit  DI- 4
Batteries — Johnson, Hughes and
Hey don; Siever and Schmidt.
Second game.
R H E
?Washington  6 1.0 4
Detroit  9 12 '1
Batteries — Hughes, Faulkenberg,
and lbodan; Eubanks, Killian and'
Payne.
RH I
New York  7 10 5
Chicago 5 10 , 1
Batteries — Doyle and Thomas;
Altrock, Patterson and McFarland.
tins in the lead and with advantage
of the pole Lady Foster showed
speed fiorn the beginning and when
the back stretched was reached pass-
ed the colt, finishing several lengths
ahead. Time, 55 seconds.
Pacing Race. _
(Two out of three, halt mile heats.)
Entries—Red Rock, owned by C.
L. Van Meter, driven by Tom Settle;
Judge Burton,- owned and driven by
Wynn Tully, and Brook 11111, owned
and driven by Gus Thompson.
First Heat.
Red Rock. with the pale, got ad-
vantage of a slight lead. Judge Bur-
tote went into the air *n the first
turn and was, closely followed by
Billy Buck who also gptirolte. Brook
11111 recoverd quickly and steadily
climbed on Red Rock and in an ex-
cellent exhibition of driving, starters
finished with Red Rock half a length
in the lead, Billy Buck second, and
Burtion third. Time, 1:15,
Second Heat.
Starters got away in order of Red
Rock, Billy Buck and Judge Burton.
Billy Buck op the back stretch over-
took Red Rock but broke -Burton
overtook Buck, but soon, left the
earth in a bad break. Tlfey finished
Red Rock first, 1,3uCk setond, and Bur
ton third. Time, 1:15.
Why Is Sugar Sweet?
If sugar did not distiolve In the
month you could net talte the sweet.
I ROVE 'S TASTELESS CH ILL
TONIC is as strong as the strongf:et
bitter tonic, .but you do not taste the
bitter because the ingredients do not
dissolve in the mouth, but do dissolee
readily in the acids of the stomach.
Is just as good for Grown People as
for Children. The First and Origi-
nal Tasteless Chill Tonic. 'The Stand-
ard for 30 years. 50e. 4
General Strike booked For,
Denver, --Aug. 3.----- Negro, ,-a
looking to a settlement of tie
of local "switchmen and garde.
the Colorado & Southern
came,tts an end this afternoon. Pror •
ositions from, each side were re-
jected. The Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen leaders declare that,a gen-
eral strike now Is unavoldabie. .
Miss Gertrude Beek!, ,.,eeretary. of
_‘ Nathenai Feperatioe,
shortly submit a reyort Open the
housing, teeing an amusement ef
enip:ea on the t lima canal, she
haling spent twenty- hree days In in-
fest:gat-Iona on the I hMus..
RHE
lladelphia  9 12 2
Cleveland  1 5 3
Batteries — Bender and Powers;
Rhoades and Clarke.
RB E
Boston 11 11 3
HATS OFF.
Facts About the the American In-
dians Hoalthy Hair.
The American Indian aecqstomed
front time immemorial to go bare-
headed in all kinds of weather is
never troubled with falling hair or
baldness.
The close' atmosphere caused by
our. "civilized" head-gear is condu-
cive to the breeding of infinitesimal
germs which dig into the scalp and
thrive on the sap,..pf the hair-root. -
This true cause of baldness Is of
recent discovery and explains the
non-success of all hair-vigors which
treated baldness as a functional dis-
order.
Newbro's Herpicide is a direct ex-
terminates of the germ. "It destroys
the cause and permits the hair to
grove as nature intended."
Sold/by leader-fit -druggists. Two
sizes, 50c and $1.00. Sepd 10c in
Clint.) for sample to The Herpicide




As soon u we pipet your
house welake.down the sign.
Your man cornea to you paVs
one month's rent and moves in,
and why?
Simply because he likes OUT
paper, its the kind that matches
the carpet, rugs, etc.
It's not Ibo dark or too light,
;Ind he alwa,s likes to-live in
!ihnlis-well papered.
Right now is the time to hate
your work done and we know
the kind people want.
And know how to please you,




Phone 1513. 42R Broadway.
Se
We have several good driving horses for gale at reasonable prime 11/1U
will guarantee them as represented, Call 'and see them.
THE TULLY LIVER/ COMPANY
INCORPORATE°





















St. Louis  - 3 7 1. .,
Batteries—Winter, Criger and Arm


















to the minor league
Failure to observe these reg
will 'be taken as notice ths!
is net. to be enforced.
Major leaguers Sold.
Cincinnati, Aug. 3.—The National
Baseball commissiqp today gave out
the list of major league players sold
to minor league clubs with option to
recall befre August 25th.. The corn-
mission decided that when a major
league club desires to recall such a
player, it must notify the secretary
of the commission as •ell as the
minor league club on or before Au-
gust 24th that it intends to exercise
the option. It must also send to the
secretary of the commission a chock
for the amount specified for each
player which will be forwarded by
Suspended Player gulls.
Aug. 3,—Because, as
he was tired of playing base.
"Long" John Anderson, first
of the Washington Atneri-
club, left today for his




to is a bad egg."
the reason I'm
to drop him."—Philadelphi ,
.
American-OermaiL
Capital ...... • • • l'" " '  "• • • • • •
Surplus and undivided profits 




W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradehaw & Bradshaw,
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of IL
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke












of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat





Garden lose. Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
A I I 1-Iose Repairs
Electric Hose, the world's best, per toot__ '10C
ED. D. HANNAN
The Sanitary Plu ber
Both Phones NH 13t! S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
INSURANCE AGENTS '














Residence Phones Old 726New 726
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bind Whiskies
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck Jf the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-




Is nit* summers old. The- gov-
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The Week In Society
ISLE PESSIMIST'S MAIM-MI.
It's breakfast in the morning.
And Its luncheon about noon.
It's dinner in the evening,
And it cometh none too
At night it's some small p.
Or else you see the Os,:
And every day you live
Like any other day.
In winter we are freezing
And in summer we are hot.
There are-sndwballa in December,
And in August there are not;
And if we fall a-yawning
The -eanse for It is clear,'
For every year son live is juet
Like any other s,ear.
--Waskingten Star.
Summer's dullness continue to
linger, and it le the same old story
of a dtill week, when one looks for a
review of the past six days. Even
the park -pavilion was deserted I the
dancers, and only one or two suppers
at Me park were surplanted
As August begins • its ccurse more
thaught to vacations is given, and
almost every train or boat takes some
party away to some health resort or
eastern city. Too, as August is here,
the thaught cf scboot looms up and
prospeets are that the younger set
vitt] be thinned out by the call- of
colleges in September, so vengetanz




tisrd of-Its sunier series of dances
Wednesday evening at the Wallace
park pavilion. It has been several
weeks since the last dance. and
coupled with the fewness of dances
this week, the dance will be one of
the largest attended of the season.
• Alumna! Party.
His annual birthdas party was
given Thursday by Mr. Lunn' Steveds
itt_slas hospitable 'some in Lovelace-
- 'e. Mat. .• .t..• guests s -• • .•
•
this city, and a big diluter was served
his friends. This Is ad annual treat
Mr. Stevens gives in honor of his
birthday. -
Classes Take Outing.
Sunday school pupils of Mrs. Rich-
ard Central, Mrs. Thomas M. Nance
and -Miss atineie- liailesdate of th1.
First Baptist church, were given an
outing on the steamer Bettie Owen
Thursday afternoon. The young peo-
ple enjoyed the trip.
Supper at W'allace 'Park.
• flemplimentary to Miss Sadie Mc-
Ginnis, of Danville, who is Miss
Lueyette Soule's guest, the young so-
ciety grills of the city gave a supper
at Wallace park Thursday evening
and had the boys of the tits as guests
After supper boat riding was enjoyed
and a box party was given,. at the
Casino.
alias Islegle Entertalait.
%%eine:des evening Miss Marjorie
Flegle entertained at, her home, 531
Clay street, with a social gathering
The evtn.ing was pleasantly spent
with music as a pastime. Refresh-
ments were served the guests, who
were: Misses Katherine Rock, Mi-
riam, Nell And Mildred Peltier, Eliza-
beth Weimer, Nell Clayton, May and
Margaret Bonds, Marjorie Flegle,
Lucille Rawleig,h ad Messrs. Will
Rock, Louis Towneend. Beyers Sta-
ten, of R:pley, Tenn.; Stanles Brown,
Teeretiee-, William Wilnelm,
Caws:it Cheek. Horace FeglesGeorgs
liameun. Herbert Sullivan. Henry
Robertson and Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Garrett and Mrs. A. Steger:
:Military Party.
Miss Nellie Schwab was hostess to
a pretty Military party Wednesday
evening, at her home, 326 North
Sixth street. Flags and all memen-
toes of camp life were used as deco-
rations. The party was In honor of
her guest Miss Bessie Litchen, of
s.. Ala., and NI -- kimee
S. S. S. OF SCROFULA'
Through the blood, diseases are carried from one generation to another.
'Parents transmit them to tb;.ir children, and so it goes on down the Pamily
line for years and years unless the taint is removed from the blood. Espe-
cially is this true of Scrofula, for it is a disease that is "bred in the bone,"
and unless the blood is Purified and every trace of the trouble removed the
miserable disease will firally undermine the entire health and wreck the
fife of its victim. The asual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands or
tumors about the neck, which often burst and bectame discharging ulcers,
weak eyes, CAtarrh.p.L.I.Ite.b.cact i4 throat, skin diseases, etc. The trouble
being so firmly intrenched in the blood often attacks the bones, resulting_in
White Swelling, or hip disease, while a waxy, pallid appearance of the skin,
loss of strength and energy, and often lung affections, show that the disease
I; entirely destroying the bright red corpuscles and rich, nutritive qualities
of the blood. Scrofula being a constitutional disease, one affecting the
entire circulation, must be treated with a remedy that builds up and
Strengthens every part of the system, which has so long been denied the
Strength Ind nourishment it should have received from the blood. S S S 
is the best of all blood purifiers and the greatest of all tonics, and is therefore
the ideal fnmedy for Scrofula. S. S. S. searches out and destroys sll germs.
taints and poisons, gives strength, richness and vigor to the blood and cures
Scrofula permanently. • It "so thoroughly removes the trouble from the blood
that no signs of it are ever seen again, and posterity is started out in life
with a clean, pure blood supply, which is their rightful inheritance. S. S. S.
while thorough, is gentle in its action, and the healing vegetable ingredients
which compose it build up everv fart of the system. Book on the blood
and medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
KILLS THE GERMS
was the game of the evening. The
prizes won were: Lone hand, a tour-
ist's case, Miss Frances Clark; visit-
ors', poi( lace handkerchief, Miss
Marion Tick; booby, box of, candy,
Miss Viola Ullman, and the men's, a
stein, Mr. Jake Newman. Those
'b resent: Misses Frances Clark, Jen-
nie Sloan, Irene Ullman, Florence
Loeb, Viola Ullman. Nellie Schwab,
and Messrs. Jake Newman, Joseph
Laevieon, Lee Tick, Herbert Hecht,
Julius Tick. 'aliitons Wallerstein, Mor-
ris Friedman. Isadore Klein, Siddty
Bamberger.
For
Miss Verna St. John entertained a
few Mends Tuesday evening at her
home in honor of Miss Nowt Cham-
bers. of Kuttawa, the guest of the
Misses Prince.
Mangey School Melee.
Wednesday the annaal picnic was
given the pupils of the Second Baptist
Sunday school. The children were
taken to the country in wagons and
dinner and- supper were served be-
fore they returned, tired from their
das's stay in the .woods.
Informal Party.
Mrs. Henry Smith entertained
Tuesday night at her honie 00 Farley
stretl, with a pretty party: Music
was an enjoyable feature of the
evening. Those present were: Misses
Eudora F'arlfy, Olive Hancock, Char-
lotte Beyer, Maud Babb, Rouella
Fades and Messrs. Jearman Wilker-
son. Stodeldrd Robertson. Will Mc-




Tuesday night -Me.- and Mrs. Ed
entertained.  _their irlends with
delightful supper at tfi-ar Ilona. on
Trimble street. Mr. aid Mrs. Hackel
have just returned from their bridal
tour. White and green were used as
a color scheme and, the house Will
neatly decorated throughout. The
bride received several nice Presents.
The guests were : Misses Louisa
Heckel, Ella Garret. Ruby Walters.
Mrs. Heckel-. Mrs. Walters. VicLor
Hackel,-of Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
Will Ralph, Mrs. King, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs.
John Cuttier, Mrs. Whitelauf, Maude
Rola, John Whitelauf, Chas. White-
taut, Karl Grief.
Birthday Party.
In honor sf her seventeenth birth-
lay Miss bora Warford entertained
her friends with a birthday party at
the residence of Mrs. V. Morris. 81a
South Sixteenth street. Dainty re-
freehments were served by the hos-
tess and she was the recipient of
many pretty gifts as tokens of the
day. Those present were: Masses
Ella and Bettie Payne. Nannie Har-
ris. May, Ethel 'and Irene Scopes,
Susie McIntosh, Fannie Neuman.
Zora Warford, Joshua and Lewis Mc-
Intosh-. James Welsh, Frank Martin,
Marcus Davis, George Sills, Walter
Gillium, Charle Hurley and Luther
Webb.
Launch Party
Cotnplimentary ao Miss lcie Wad-
lington and Hattie Capelle, of New-
bern, Tenn., who are visiting Mrs.
!Guy Jennings on Jaeksou street, and
Miss Laura Boaz, of Mayfield. Mersre.
John, Hallgtt and Herschel Ellis gave
a launch party Thursday evening. The
party went over to ,Livingston Point
the launch, Laughing Water. where
• freshments were is ..d end genres;
ored were Miss -Miry Bondtt-
rant, of Paducah. Ks., Misses - La-
Vanche and Addye Turk, of Bard-I
well, Ky., and Miss Lena Patrick,
Carmi, III. The cool evening mact1441
dancing a real rileasure and the af-
fair was an enjoyable one. • • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel McGruder and
baby and Houston MeGruder, of Ke-
vil, Ky., were guests yesterday of Mr.
and Mrs. E. 34 McGruder, tf Nine-
teenth street. They were en route to




Announcement of the marriage of
Miami Bessie- Hall and Mr. W. C.
Smith was made Tuesday, much to
the surprise .of their friends. The
bride has been a nurse in the River-
side hospital training school, but re-
signed several weeks ago and re-
turnsd to her home in Blandvtale.
She is a sister of Sheriff William
Hal, of Ballard county, Mr. Smith
I s manager of the Palmer House b
her shop and has been a resident_ of
the city for several years. The cere-
mony was performed Sunday at the
home of the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
Smith are residing at 623 Fountain
Announcement of the approaching
marriage of Miss Cott Cosby, of
Dixon. and Mr__Shelby W. James was
made this week, the wedding to take
place at high noon on August 5 at
the home of the bride. Miss Cosby Is
a charming ,gIN and la popular with
a host of friends. Mr. James is the
day operator for the Illinois Central
railroad at union station and has
been In the city several years, He
left this morning for Dixon. After
the ceremony the couple will leave
for PetoakeY. Mich.. and other north-
ern health resorts for a three weeks'
bridal trip.
Another secret wedding was dis-
closed Thursday when Miss Latella
Vickery and Mr. Charles 0. Shearer
announced their marriage in Cairo
June 22. Not one breath of the
pretty romance had escapSd aid their
relatives were as surprised as their
friends. The bride. has been assist-
ant bookkeeper for the Home Tele-
phone company and is the daughter
of Mrs, L. J. Vickery, 741 North
Tenth street. Mr. Shearer is an elec-
trician empleryed by the same 'com-
pany and is a substantial young busi-
ness man. The couple are residing
on South Third street.
Miss Curtie Sutherland and Mr.
Thomas H. Troutman *'ere married
in Metropolis, Thnrsdaa- morning by
Esquire Thomas I.iggett. Miss Mary
Broyles and Mr. George Gellman ac-
companied the couple. Thursday
evening County Assessor Wes Trout-
man gave a dinner in honor of Mr.
and Mrs. Troutman.
Levy. of St. Louis and Miss Marion enjoyed around a camp Pre. Thome
Tick, of Bloomington, Ill. Euchre in the party were: Misses Hattie Cun-
ene, Ice Wadlington, Newbern, Tenn
Laura Boaz, Mayfield; May Ellis
Bessie Ellis, Hattie Boaz, Maus
Lehr, Halite Boaz. Isla Ellis, Messrs
Arnold Coleman, Henry Kennad,
Luble Sanderson, Everett Fulkersoz,
THREE CHURCPES
IN FIRST CONTEkT
John Ellis, Frank Wooldridge, Ballet .
,Cilaneellor Dismisses Injunc•Ellis, Ilerschel Ellis.
filth of Unionists.
Mace for Vittiv.r....
Flirt Bondurant gave a dance at
St. Mary's park last evening corn- Makes Point That Majorities in Con-
plimentary to the guests of his sit- gregations Remain Loyal to
ter, Miss Vela Bondurant. The via- Cumberlends
PORTANT TENNESSEE CASE
Nashville. Tenn.. Aug, 3.-In a de-
cision handed down at Fayetteville
today, Chancellor Walter S. Bearden
dismissed the bill tiled by the Prea
byterian church of the United Stet,
of Arnerisa (Unionists), In which
sought an injunction against the Cut.
berland Presbyterian 'church Lays.
istai, to restrain -the latter from '1r,
terfering with the church properti.
at Fayetteville, Kenton and Meltet
sip, and asking that' the Unionists
given exclusive control of tt!!
churches.
The chancellor held that the di
pute as to creeds was matter of .-
cleaslastical cognizance, and that I
could not discuss the wisdom or ie
wisdom or moral merits nor atter!t
to review or revise it. The matt.
before him was, who was entitled
the properties under the deeds -cot!
%eying the' land to the trustees t.
the benefit of the congregasss,
the Cumberland Presbyteria 1, •
ea. It was shown in the evidence
that the division In the three church-
es named was nearly equal at Fayet-
teville, with large majorities at Ken-
ton and McKenzie for the Loyalists.
The chancellor, however, decreed
that the present agreement by which
both factions are using he churches
shall be continued until the suprem.
court makes final adjudication, it b.
Ing understood that in any event U.
case would be appealed.
This is the first suit between tb
two facttons in Tennessee, and tbc
umberland Presbyterian (Loyal-
ists) are jubilant over their victory.
A million dollars' worth of property
is in dispute in this state between
Ole warring factions.
Little Millie- - Grandad, what
makes a man always give a woman a
diamond engagement ring!
Grandfather-- The woman - Pick-,
Me-1"p.





Come. gent:e reader, and let us
wander awhile through the hack of
the magazine, that cheerful country
in which everyone is so anxious to
promote our worldly welfare
Our jump from pure reading mat-
ter is broken by trie patent mattress;
it does not bite the tongue . On-the
next page we pee the plane:ia, which
plays Itself. We should like to have
a Nanette if we had a piano to go
with It. We would start the planella
and then we would lock our flat-an-4
go out to enjoy the air.
Observe the plan of the $1,000
house. It looks like a maze or a
puzzle of some sort It is a puzzle,
in fart, and few be they who find the
solution thereof. The Peevish Pup
Smelting and Refining company:
stock now selling at 10 cents; will
go to .40 next week. Let us be crafty
buy at 10 and unload at 40; It
thus that riches are acquired.
tsi
The common sunflower, a natise
Origin of Use Sunflower.
Fry, gold watch for solving this of Peru and !Realm is gain!wz favor






Beginning promptly at 9 o'clock
Monday morning we will sell this
handsome Water Jug, one to a cus-
tomer, at
10 Cents
This Water Jug is a full half gallon
size, extra heavy, nicely ornamented,




Westi animal, This is not difficult:
we guess this tq be PIG. Ah, but we
must send $2 for a year's subscrip-
tion to the Numskull's Home Treas-
ury of Wit awl _Wisdom. The Bul-
garian hare butanes,. How fool'aih
to remain poor; you can't count the
money the fourth year, Fits Cured
tfy Correspondence. We have no fits
just now, but it Is agreeable to know
that they may be remedied with no
time lost from work.
Why -be fat when you can,carry a
nine-cent watch and worry yourself
to a shadow? Malted Glue for the
soap habit. The Safety Fountain
Pen has the strength of Gibraltar; It
floats. Here we have an oak-tannea
extract of violets, warranted not to
sihrink or _alarm the house. Memory
training by the pint. quart or on the
half-shell; you button the press, we
do the forgetting.
Impersonally conducted trips to
Bolivia. Why go to 11411via when
one may wander through Adlandi?
Pleasant. pleasant country! Happy,
happy clime!.
4.1u ituss,..a, where the plant is exten-
sively cultivated for its edible SIT124
and its oil, fever patients s't*p upon
beds of sunflower leave's, and a Rus-
sian physician, experimenting upon
Que hundred children between one
month and, twelve years of age, has
fennd that alcohnlic extracts of the
!eaves and flowers cure fever as
speedily as quinine. In Spain and
France also the sunflower has proven.
as satiate( tory as quinine in fevers.
-Kansas City Journal.
Nlodern Viewpoint.







"An undesirable 'citilen Run
'along now and spin your top."-
Washington Herald.
Mrs. Wickartrt--"If you go first,
you will wait for' me on-the other
other shore. Won't you, dear?"
Mr. alticiewire-"I _suppose so. I
never welt anywhere yet without
having to wall' to'- coo '• ---111usTi•ated
•
August and Hot Weather Bargains Are Both Here
In the face of advancing markets our present prices are really wonderful. Every day in August to be a bargain day, We want to sell
you everything you buy in August, but perhaps it has never occurred to you that you need us quite so much as we desire your patronage,
but you do. Just so long as this store saves you money and holds prices down, that long you need us. We will .not let up on bargain-
giving in August; we'll be crazy on bargain-giving next week. We'll be mighty tickled to see you here if this bargain list appeals to you.
ABSOLUTE DRESS GOODS CLEAR-
ANCE.
Some are off one-fourth, -some one-
third, some half, some more.
25c Light Shades 14c,
35c Light Shades 2,2c,
50c Light Shades 34c.
65c Light shades 44c.
_73c Light shades 54O.
$1.nO• Light Shades 64c.
$1:25 1,1gh1Efildi5C740".
7,:“. Blue and Black Mehairs and
Ceatillarts at. 46e.
eo' nit $T.13-0 solid (-Morel Drew;
Goodi 75e.
Some $1.09 Dress Goods 49s.
$1.25 Black and solid colors in
yard wide Taffeta Silks 94e.
$1.00 Taffetas in Short lengths,
suitable for waists, 75c.
• All China Silks at' bargain prices
MORE WONDERFUL BARGAINS IN
SKIRTS, WAISTS AM) SUITS.
Chbice of a lot of 5-1 and 15 Skirts
for $2.50!
Choice Of a lot of $.1.50 to $6.50
Skirta4for $3.85.
Choice of a lot of $7.56 to $R.5.0
Skirts for S'5•041. ss.
Choke of I4d4e5' Tailored Stilts in
the newest spring and summer styles
at half priee and less, $5. $7, $9 and
$11, thlt.wure•bought to sell at Sri.
$14, alS and $22 each. •. •
Wotnan's $1.1)0. Covert Skirts 59c.
Bunch $1.25 White Skirts 95c.
Bunch $2.00 White Skirts $1.50
Bunch 'Wash. Suits ;2.75. worth
double.
illitilETTY WAISTS 11144: ATTEN-
TION.
With ette.'followIng consequences
for next week: •
$1.25 values for 79e,
91.50 values for 94 s .•
4-2,04 vaines for $1.39.
52.7•5 values for $1.116i0
53.00 values for $2.20_
$350 values for $2.75.. ,
$400 values for 92'.9.5-. -
$5 and $G values for $3.90.
$5 Pongee Silk Coats $2.5.0.
THg MILLINERY .DKPARIPMENT.
This department is mkt a clear-
ing sale of big assortme untrim
nied Hate worth up to $ at choice
for 39c.
ARN'T THERE WASH, GOODS
PRICES SURPRISES?
5c. Lawns 3%c.
Rs and 10c Lawns 5c.
15e Organdies 7',4e,
2iTe Onfiffidlea 9e.
11ti c Gingham values l'ac.
1S)c Gingham values 6e.
LONG SILK AND LISLE GLOVES
•- TKNIPTIINGLY PRICED.
Silk, Leathet and Washable Belts
being cleared out at remarkable price
ruts.
SIDE AND BACK COMBS.
A bat assortment, big price cuts.
Pt-Makin AND BAG& s_
Clearing out the present stork at
one-fourth to one-half off the prises.
-UNDER MUSLINS. •
Great savings, - Corset Covers,
Drawers, Skirts and Gewns. Figure
up the cost of the materials in these
garments and you will find the gar-
ments cheapest. 1,BrIces range 24c,  
39e, 45.a, 59c, The, 89e, W. up to
$1.50.
Lad-bas. gause Vests and other -
knit summer wear at qttielt-
bargain prieen.
Women's Girdle Corsets 19e.  
Hose anti half hose for the whole
family at lens than value.
Parasols at half price.
Allenver Laces at cut prices
Embroideries and Laces under
priced. •
STARTLING MEN'S AND ROTS,
SUIT SELLING.
Prices smashed, some a fourth.
some a third and some fully half off
the price you'll Wive to pay other
'stores,
Some Men's $1.8 Stilts $11.00
Some Men's $15 Suits $9.00.
Some lien's $112.50 Stilts $8.25
Some Men's $14) Suits $6.50
tre $8 ii) Snits 5.5.51.Me Men's 57,8:0 Suits45,00.
Some Men's $6,50, Suits $3.75.
Sonic Men'as$5.00 Stilts IS Air -
Carter's $7.'00 Railroad ()%eralls
SOc.
Men's 50c Straw lists 31'c.
Men's The Straw Hats 45c.
Men's 11.00. Straw Hats 73r..
Men's $1.5.0 Straw Flats 97c.
Men's 50c Shirts 38e.
Men's 65c Shirts 46e,
Men's $1.41I0. Shirts 69c.
-110)1 ' $2st00- Wash Suits $1.511.
Boys'i3.1101vash Suits $2.25.
Boys' 25c Wash Ptinta 15e
LKATHKR SUIT calliffIS,
- $2 AR, $3.44- and $4.96, , Usually
sold tor one dollar more.
Boys' Site Knee Pants 39c.
Boys' 75e -Knee Pants 59c.
Bunch Men's 10c Collars Sc.
Bunch Sample Suspenders at half






A visit of Inspection will prove the
truth of this statement.
A GREAT SALK OF ALL SORTS OF
SU m NEIL 1010164 !AND OXFORDS:
it's the end of 'our season. •
It's your -14arins time.
We want to clean out our entire
stoeh _ot; tax forth...a tut Pumps.- at. verY
much reduced prices. -It's a 'good
time to buy now. We have them in
btack, white anal colors.
Children's laid Misses' White Can- '
vas Oxfqrds, worth. 65c, The and 85c,
In all sizes, at per pair. 50c.
Children's and Misses Black Kid
Oxfords, worth 76c and 85c. in al:.
Muse at per pair, 55c.
31 00 Children's and Wastes' white
Canvas, Colored Csnvas and Black
Kid Oxfords'; per pair. 75c,
91.25 Children's and Misses' iJ
and_ Pat- Oxfords, per pair, $1.00. .
$1.50, Children's and- Misses. Kid
and Pat. Oxfords, per pair, 11.20.
$1.00, Women's White Canvas and
Black Kid Oxfords, per pair, The,
' $1.25, 'Women's White Canvas and
Black Kid'Oxfords; per pair, $1.00.
, $1.50. Women's Kid, Patent and
Witite Canvas Oxfords, per pair,
$1.20.
$2.00, Women's Kid and Pat. Ox-
fords, per pair. $1.50.
' $2.50, Women's Kid and Pat. Ox- •
fords, per pair, $1.90.
$8.. Women's Kid and Pat. Ox-
sTirVi- per pail, $2.20.
rt50, Women's Kid and Pat. Ox-
fords, per pair, $2.75.
12 n.00 Ma'..s.rusfurd". $ 1.50.
2.50 Men's Oxford, $1.95..a-
53:00 Men's Oxford. $2.40.
53:50 Men's Oxford, 42.75.




and Boys' Shoes and-, Slippers, at
half price and *FT:
When you want to bny Odds and
Ends, ask to see Odds and Ends.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
Bargains for Every Day. From mon-
diy M writng Ittl4-0101trilay Ntght
Next Week-
20 Its 'Light Brown Sugar, $1.00.•
100 lb lots Granulated_ Sugar: -
$:3.20.
24 lb hags Flour, 59c.
Cream Cheese, per lb. 17c.
h Bark.; Stir laundlY Soap. _25c.
R Boxes Search I.ight Matches.
IR the Granulated Sugar, $1.0, -
12 1-2c Roasted Coffee. 10c.
I 7c Roasted toffee, 14c.
4 Ib's Keg SOda for 10e.
Pic-nic Hatns, per lb. Mt.
5 Cans .Raking Powdnr, Inc.
4 Large Csna Baking Powder. 15c.
1. tb No. 3 Gurnowder Tea, 43e
1 lb No. 1 Guhpowder Tea, 551
20e Cand.as. Fresh. per It; 15c
3 Boatel; Lemon Extract for 24e
12 Cakes Turkish Beth Soap: 14c
1 Qt Betties Vin-'gar, 9tt2
Coal Oil, per gallotts12c.
4 Cans Corsi, 25e
.1 Doz. Jelly Glasses. 19c:
Dos. 1-2 Gal. Fault Jars. 65c,
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SATURD ti, AUGUST 3.
CIRCULATION STATKNLENT.
July, 1907.
- 1 1-eillit 17 3603
; 395 18 3906
3 3)45 19 -3914
i  3906 20 3939
6'914 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3.994 24 ,. .3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
13 3918 29 3905
15 3911 39 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total  _ 101.923
JOY aierage 3  920
• Personally appeared before tee,
this August 2, 1997, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
*arms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
Month of July, 1907, is true to the
best of hi a knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR.
Notary Publ.c.
My commission exprres January
22, 19t1S.
• Daily Thought.
What do we live for, if It is not
to make life less difficult to each
other !-George Eliot.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor-Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
Oox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General---(James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor-Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county,
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structioe-J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county,
For Commissioner of Agriculture
C. Rankin. of Henry county.'
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature-George 0. Mc-
droom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
Crty Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnbard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Asseissor-liarlan Griffith
Aldermen-T..C. Leech, Harry H.
Hank, G. M. Oehisehlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Thamb:in, W. T, Mil:er.
, Councilmen- Second ward, Al E.
_tenting: Third ward. C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. 8. thnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Fr nk May-
er; :Sixth ward, W. L. Bower. ,
School Trustees- First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, II. S. Wells and
'J. II. Garrison; -Fourth ward,
• Dr. C. G Warner and C.-(1. Kel-
ly: Fifth. ward, I. 0. *alker:
Rath ward,. J. G Farley and Ed
Morrie. - •
Perhaps, former Senator Cannock
would like the vice-presidential nom-
ination better, if his friends were
proposing it.
There never will be a bepartisan
nor a non-partisan tariff commission
to revise the Dingle!, -seleteettlee-
either the Republican party will re.
  vim them, or the Democratic' party
will butcher them.
railroad traeks in the heart of Padu-
cah, *here a spark from a passing
engine may ignite something In the
Yard at any moment. Should this
happen, or lightning explode a tank,
the weole city might be endangeredee-------
and surrounding property -would be
at the mercy of the flames. Such
concerns should be banished from
the populous aectiens of a city. They
may just as well be located in the
outskirts as in the heart of Paducah.
It might require a little more haul-
ing and entail a little more expense
for the Standard Oil company, but
that gigantic concern is better able
to afford a little heavier fixed ex-
pense, than are property owners ' in
Paducah the cost of a contageration.
In spite of the fact that persons
and organizations, who might be as-
sociated with the "night rider" out-
rages in Trigg county, deplore the
,hat tits eleht
riders," cowards as they must be,
do not fear exposure or prosecution
by those who do the loudest deplor-
ing.
The News-beniocrat says: -
"It would seem that if any people
put their money Into any enterprise
which the laws of a state or county
or city'permits them to enter they
should be repaid when the same state,
county or city decides to change its
consent as to the existence of the
business or any part thereof. If this
is net the case then one mat or set
f 'business men are robb.ed for the
supposed good of another man or
class of men. This may be called
confiscation, just to soften the act,
but all the same it is little less than
robbery, pure and simple."
Are we at liberty to construe this
as having reference to convicted Sun
day sellers!
SCHOOL BOAILD CLERK.
One of the first duties of the school
board under the new regime is to
provide a clerk for the board and me
perinteudent, and the superintendent
should be allowed to select that
clerk. Superintendent Carnagey was
elected to conduct the schools as an
expert in school matters, and his
time eho Id not be taken up with
compilation of statistical reports,
running after school trustees about
minor matters and seeing to routine
details. Attention, of this and other
boards has been called to the .fart
that the accumulating mass of de-
tail work is hampering the superin-
tendent In his proper functions, and
injuring the schools. When the su-
perintendent is not personally super-
vising the work of teachers, he should
have his mind free to solve school
problems. Brain workers are busi-
est when their hands are idle, and
the boiled [should not pick out fo
clerk a feather-weight politician, who
would add only to the responsibileties
and cares of the superintendent.
It seems impossible to induce
President Roosevelt to visit Paducah,
bat he is coming so close in October
that it behooves us to show him how
close, by sending a_representation to
the Cairo reception. Paducah should
have a boat of her own and escort
the president down the river to Cairo
as it is understood the ergception
there is a joint affair In which Ken-
tucky to supposed to participate.
. Georgia may have a more difficult
problem than that of the "bootleg-
_ger" in the person of the possible
"pill boxer," if that new form of
tabloid...booze proves a success.
s.
Kaki Maclean may not be a great
soldier, but his war record exclusive-
ly is bound In Morocco.
net the goeernment report on the
powder trust does not sound like an
explosion, is due to the water in the
stock.
•Hopei of harmony in Louisville
-actuate the getivernor, according to
dispatches; but since Mayor Bingham
stated that there never Was and never
would be a fair primary in Louhsvtlie
under John Vreeland ahd that Vree-
land and former Mayor Grainger had
misrepresented to him their plane, to
Which beTherentlemen replied with 11
refutation of his declaration, we
claim the privilege of judging for
ourselves as to the kind of harmony
the governor really. expects
THE PLATFORM.
"The platform adopted by the Re-
publicans leaves a loop hole esei tee




New York, Aug 3.-Dun's report
follows: Trade reports from the
leading cities are singularly uniform
in making fa able comparisons with
the correspende u, week in any pre-
vious year. At the t western and
southern points, improt cut in the
crop prospects brought ou liberal
fall orders. -Jobbing houses a
paring for the winter trade on
scale seldom equalled, tee coneume-
tion of seasonable goods are promis-
ing to deplete stocks. Manufacturers
still receive orders in abundance, few
clothing cancellations appear and are
exceptions when the plants have
smaller contracts than a year ago.
More detailed reports for .the first
hall' of tills Tutu add re earrier tesn-
mony that all records for six mouths
are surpassed.
The settlement of the ore strike
removes the danger of interruption
to activity at the pig iron furnaces
which promise to establish a new rec-
ord during the second half. Accord-
ing to the regular report of the
Amerlean Iron and Steel association,
ru previous figures were surpassed'
during the first sex months with ag-
gregateof 13,47,44 tons.
Woolen goods make slow progress,
although practically all lines; are
now open.
The demand therefore was Unified
to immediate 'requirements and the
tanners curtailel the productirrn
wheel adds to the accumulation of
hides and depreinses quotations. ,
Rank Clearinge.
New York, Aug. 3.-Total bank
clearings compiled by Bradstreete.
for principal cities .in the United
States for the past week is 82.051.-
398.000 against $2,71o,00.teeito of
the corresponding week of last year.
OUTING FOR CITY'S POOR
WILL BE HELD AUGUST 15.
The outing which the Salvation
Army is going to have for the poor
will take place Thursday. August I5,
ateWallace park. A feast and a frolic
Will be provided by 500- of Paducah's
poor. Any poor white person can
go with the Salvation Arqee on this
day and enjoy the good tYings pro-
vided by the efforts of the Army
workers aed the donations of the peo-
ple of Paducah.
The outing and relief fund is do-
ing likely. ('aptain. Meeker's report
for Friday shows:
Personally reported $3,0.76
Central Labor Union  1.0t)
Matinee RaCt'S collection   3.60
Fourth and B'way   8.25
MRS. ANN ENGLERT
WAS PROMINENT GERMAN MA-
TRON OF M'CRACKEN CO.
M Wow of Late John Ended, Suc-
cumbs To Paralysis and Com-
plications at St. John's.
Mrs. Ann Eng:ert died August 2
a her home in St. John, Ky.. of
general debility and paralysis. She
was -born in Germany in 1831 and
came to America with her parents
when a child. They came to Mc-
Vracken county, where she has re
sided all her life. She was marrie.:
lu 1 k.17 in th& Into 
who preceded her to the grave 32
rears. Mrs. Englert was a devou•
member of the Roman Cat c
church ant a good, affectienate
mother, and was loved ey all who
knew her. Seven chetcfren survive
her, and a great nember of graqd
children and e, great-grandchildreni
Mesdames Jacob and William Eng-
lert of ducalk;._Mr Bernard Eng-
lert,.Mrs. Josephine Younker, Mr.
Frederica Wurth. Miss Cela and Ka-
tie Engiert, and four sisters, Mrs.
Barbara Smith, of Graves count;
Mrs. Angeline Kuhn. and Misses
Mary and Rose Haupenthall, of the
dere-Ail her children were at the bed-
side when the end came. The funeral
Will take place Sunday afternoon at
4 o'clock from the St. John's Cath-
olic church.
1 IN THE COURTS sr
The state license of G. A. Chand-
ler was transferred to Campbell and
Allen.
Deeds Piled,
P. J. Becketibach. C. C. Kelley
and Turner Anderson, trustees of
the Odd Fellow lodges, transferred
to the Three Links Building compa-
ny propecty at Fifth street and Ken-
tucky avenue.
Barbara Kaufman to ,George En-
glert, property in the county, $200.
Henry and Joe Englert to Gebrge
Englert, property in the county, for




Anuie Belle Dixon was fined $L0
and costs for being drunk and dis-
orderly on a street car, and in addi-
tion held over to the grand jury for
alleged false swearing. The caseTotal 
$43-6. 
' grew out of a Rowlandtewn dance.Now that the date is fixed anaeme.Dirm woman Is-alleged to have
plans arranged it is realiked that boarded a ear while intoxicated andthis fund should reach- several hun-
dred dollars to cover the expenses of
the main* and poor relief work, _The
&Heathen Army is capable of doing
much good and deserve the confidence
of contributors. The pot is boillng.
There's a good time in store for many
weary ones if all help who can.
YOU no-s-r HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you leste.u.s. Las-gee
keeps your whole insides right. Bold on the
money-beck pima rverywn ere. Price 50 cents. .
Then the Worm Turned.
"There have been times in my
elfee• said he, gloomily, "when I
was tempted to coninrit suicide "
"0, %vele"- she said, "We no use to
grieve deer t4 'past. We can all
look back and see where we've made
mistakes."-London Tit-Bits. I
ree Sun want ads tor resuita.
oll'ewiliwellieellameelVealleatearentiust
• ••
used profanity, she testified in
court that she was not swearing or
using vulgarity, and was not intoxi-
cated. Other witnesses said other-
wise, and she waived examination for
false swearing.
Other cases: E.' 0. Thomas, ob-
taining mane) by false pretenses:
Thompson Transfer company, breach
of ordinance, continued; Steven
Menton. breach of peace, Vie; Spitt-
ten Hobbs, colored, drunkenness. $20
and costs: Wilber Heflin, breath of
peace, $5 and costs,
Bankruptcy Court.
Conn Linn, attorriee in the case of
Will Linn, bankrupt, was allowed an
additional $15 attorney's fee this
morning. He asked ;or ;50.
_Several exceptions, to 'small ac-
counts in the case Of Will Linn. of
Murray. were sustained by Referee
E. W. Bagby today.
Marriage Unease*.
Dee Thompson to Nellie Nuckolls,
colored.
Genia Marthrel to Hettle Scruggs,
colored.
County rt.
Mrs. Nettie Croe this morning was
• appointed administrator of. C. R.
• • Cross, who was killed In the Illinois
_ If some men were as e,xiteting_ of
• en as ey are semen-
lenaabout their , _own conduct, and
others were as scrupulous about their
owq conduct as they are exacting of
their fellowmen, what a bright world
Ibis would be.
A MENACE TO PROPERTY.
The following newe story from
Lima. 0., shows what may happen at
any day in
Lima, O,--in a terrific elec-
tric storm which swept over
. this county at noon today, light-
ning fired one of the huge tanks
of the Standard Olt -company.
, A quarter of a million barrels
of petroleum were ignited, and
the city was at one time envel-
oped in clouds of darkness, al-
most stifling.
_Cannons were brought into
-tote to prevent a- spread of the
thimeS to other tanke near by:
there ?being milltonalif. barrels
of crdde oil in the immediate •
vicinity
'The Standterli Oil tanks here are
menaced, even more than they appar-
ently were at Lima. These tanks
are adjOining the Illinois CenVal
I 0
tIto_nintrage to face the lame *energ-
y.
"The attitude of the Democrat 
has forced Mr. Grinstead, who is tee!.
Repuh/icen nominee for mayor,a5
declare that In event of bis election
he will strive to enfofte the Sunday
closing law, but the platform makes
no specific declaration on this subject
Mr. Grinstead must be given credit
for sincerity, !Mt It seems to be the
policy of his party to try to catch the
temperance vote through his declar-
ation and please the saloon element
by ignoreng the question of closing
in the patty'' platform." •
This is one of the favarite argn
ments of the Democratic state elem.
The Republican state platforr says.
"eixtle--- There should be prompt and
efficient enforcement of th( erimihal
Lies of every kind."
hut erielv of the real (We, the Dem-
sweetie preset might arjrie Is Well
that the Republican p atform does
net specifically mention burglary,
highway robbery oar-on
Tell 'a woman ah tut a Year after
marriage that she might have done
better and she will not deny 11-:-Ciii-
cago News.
E know_ just lots
.  of you hive
been waiting for our
reduction on twos
tpiece suits. It is on
now-dne-fourth off
blacks- aiiirblues and 1
those -hiiidsome mo-







12.50 Suits - 3.3
10.00 Suits , 7.50.
Remember, every suit is





Central yards this week.
Rufus Jones was appointed guar-
dian for Nettie Nuckolls.
Rosa Wood was appo u et .
titan for C. K., 0. B., H M. and Roy
Wood:
-Usually when your clerk% do not
enough it ie hecaree, ,its. your waver,
thillient writer hits not said enough.
IBANKRUPT SALE
Buggies, Harness, Saddles and Collars
NQ.,•107,,,S. Second Street
One hun_dfed Buggies, one hundred sets Harness, fifty
dozpv-6ollars, one hundred Saddles, Bridles and Strap
ods--must be sold in thirty days. No regards to cost.
Call and examine this stock. Come early and get choice.
BIG BIRDS ON SMALL WINGS.
Some Paradoxes That Vet the laves-
' tigator and Upset Theory.
In an attempt to discover some
universal law of bird-flight, scien-
tists have disclosed concerning a
number of species a most puzzling
paradox, perhaps the most mysterious
of the enigmas that the subject pre-
bents, says Everybody. It is that
!n a number of birds and insects the
size of the wings decreases in pro-
portion to the increase in the size of
the body of the flying creature. The ,
Australian crane, for instance
weighs over 300 times more than!
the sparrows but in proportion has
only one-seventh the wing area of the
smaller bird.
This curious fact :a equally strik-
ing if we compare -birds with insects.
If the gnat were increased size
until it was aserrge as the Australian
crane, and If the wings of the macc
were enlarged to maintain the pro-
Portion they now bear to Its body,
they would be about 150 times larger
than the crane's.
It requires 2.62 square feet of
wing area per pound to float the
bank swellow, but to sustain the
tawny vulture, a monstrous bird in
comparison, requires' only .68 of a
square foot of wing *Haile.. ,
pound of the body. The alba:.
weighing eighteen pounds - has
spread of wings of 1 'feet and
inches. while the trumpeter swat,
weighing 28 pounds, has a spread i •
wings of only eight feet. The stet
weighs eight times more than tie
pigeon, but In proportion has 0:
half as .much wing surface.
OF POLITICAL IMPORTANCE.
Is Meeting of King Edward and Em-
peror Francis 4111,:eph.
Vienda, Aug. 3.- The meeting
King Edward and, Erupero Franc:
Joseph at lseh, August 15. is ie
high political importance. It Is stet
ed that Emperor Francis Joseph wl
assume the role intercedlary t ,
bring a-bout the reconciliation 0:
King Edward and Emperor Willett'
of Germany.
The reconciliatory policy will
niinate in an endeavor to este
entente between the two groups
powers headed by Great Britain wit;
France on one side and Germany an
Austria on the other. ,
ENGINEER KILLED,
In Wreck on Santa Fe in Arkansa,
-Two Passengers Injured.
Arkansas Cie., Kas., Aug. 3.-
North hound Santa Fe passenger. 
trainNo. 116 left the track seven
miles from Red Oak, Okla., this
morning, killing the engineer and
Wounding numerous passengers,
lehe-dead
le. C. Neck. _engineer, Arkanifis
City, Kas., scalded to death.
Among the injured are:
Mrs. W. H. Vivian, Bradford Ill.,
back sprained and internal Injuries
sustained.
Isaac Johnsoneereetria, Ill., chest
teed right arm bruised.
RELA N WS STRIKE LESS.
leroceful Set riemelit Hoped for by-
Chief Secretary.
influence to secure a peaceful settle-
ment. The colleen arrived at a com-
promise with the employers on the
basis of increased pay, the men
abandoning the demand for recogni-
tion of the union. The carters con-
ference adjourned until tomorrow.
Heroic War Nurse Loses Mind.
Marshalltown, la.. Aug. 3.-A
tardy but tragic result of the Span-
ish-American war occurred here
when Miss Blanche Packard west
violently insane and was committed
to the state hospital. S. B. Packard,
her father, is a former governor of
Louisiana and owns a beautiful
country home just west of this city.
His daughter's insanity was caused
by continued ill health resulting
from her hard work during the Span.
ish-American war in the army hos-
pitals in Cuba. Miss Packard was a
yellow fever nurse.
-''Any accident In your motor trie
through Italy and France, Morgan!"
"Nothing worth mentioning. My
wife was thrown out and bruised a
bit, but the machine never got so
much as a scratch."-:-- Life.
No nian is refined until he is
lin-. 1 et .e•ei-i.e.-ss
SUDDEN EXODUS OP CHINESE.
From Russian Territory on Account
of Tungueses Raids. •
Harbin,. Aug. 3.-Nomadic bands
of Tunguebes have made freqpent,
raids in Russian territory. The sud-
den- exodus of Chinese merchautts
and servants now taking place, is aim
liar in character to the exodus before
the Boxer uprising. Authorities fear
this may indicate trouble with the
Chinese.
THE "CALIFORNIA."
New Cruiser Placed in Commission-
Hiss 13,600 *Tone Displacement.
. Vallejo. Cale Aug. 3.-With appro-
priate ceremony the new cruiser Cal-
ifornia was placed in commission to-
day. Captain Thomas 8. Phelps will
command her. The California has a
displacement of 13,600- tons and in-
dicated horse power of 25,000. The
new craft will join the Pacific squad-
ron.
The average man would rather pay
*le for a fishing outfit than $5. pew
rent.
Belfast, Aug. The strike sit-
uation toiter is--netee -hopeful. enter
-MOT WEATHER SUGGESIPIONR. eeeerreare-tor Ireland, Birrerl, wIll
Every chance ite'quaintanee. these arrive tomorrow and ase his personal "'
hot days, can tell you what to do to
keep well and cool, but the safest ad-
vise le keep close to Nature.
water,
says don't drink very
much Ice water-use the tempered
ter
Don't eat heating dishes, warm
meats, and heavy vegetables, hut
confine yourselves to light vegeta-
bles and fritits, and cold meats.
Nature, also says, and its Injunc-
tion Is In strong terms, to keep the
system in good condition, the liver,
bowels, stomach, kidneys and skin as
every one contributes to health or ill
health.
Osteopathy Is Nature's treatment,
and the most rational for all disease,
cepecially. the ailments incident to
hot weather. Thos e weak, Heed. oiet
amid run-down conditions; dull heads
aches; disturbed bowiti ,Conditiona.
kt,alglic toartnioind. .. liver yield, quickly to Its
•But,•let me tell you /any time, of
:PeoPle you know well, who will
lapPeat to yen. Dr. 0. 









WHY NOT JOIN THE
ncome Extension
SOCIETY?
Your salary, wages, fees, conouissions-mi matter In what
guise your iJACO4U0 reaches you-should not ePtirelY esatittere you.
You should be alert to "piece it our", to extend it. For that is
merely "making the most of it.
"THE INCOME EXTENSION SOCIETY" is purely a fictitious
name for a very real and very active class of people in this city-
THE PEOPLE WHO USE THE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISLNG COL.
UMNS OF THE SUN.
Some of these "income elirnders" Wie the classified ads, for
securdeg better employment, with higher wages. some of them find
them useful in securing private. pupils for otherwise idle evening..
SOHOe secure tenants, boarders MAW' r4, buyers for le YHA St'l
things in the house. •
If you will look over the crassilied columns of THE SUN today
you will get a hint of the sort of people who believe in "income
extension" and how the" go about the matter.
If You Want
s "New Interest in Life,"
Become an Active Member at Once
Pay Higher Prices if You Wish
But We Shall Tell You About It
UR CUT PRICES are made on the very best goods
manufactured, and so we offer you Pencils, Ink,
Pens, Type Writer Papers, Tablets, Stationery and all other
book store*stuti at lower.prices than the Broadway stores.
Don't be a clam! Don't be a clam 1! Ohl be a tlam, wi'say!!!.
•









A few hats left of that $5 00 arfd $10 lot that
we ran as special for $1 98; now Saturday
night we will sell the remaining 
 $ 1lot at  58




.—For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
—Dr. Boyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
—Fine carnations at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
—We give, you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
ArremSca. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
--Kodaks from '$1 lo $25, Some-
thing new in the line and all necea- John C. Gates, of Princeton. claim
nary supplies that make kodaking agent for the Illinois Central, has re-
pleatiant, at R. D. Clements & Co. turned home after- inveetigeting the
—Farley & Fisher, veterinarians, ascidental killing of C. H Cross In
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new the Illinole Central yart.s this week.
phone 351.
—Have The Sun maPed to you or
any of your fiends going away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as teten as desieed, and the
rate is only- 25c a month.
—The' United States civil services
commission allimences examinations
for this district as follows: Crop
technologist, department of agricel-
ture, September 9; engineer, Indian
service, September 4; hydrographic
surveyor, September 4;5.
—City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.%
--For The best said cheapest livery
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope-
land's stables 419 Jefferson streeL
—Hotel Belvedere Cafe, .John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
frogs and all the seasonable dellea-
cies.
—Place your orders ror weddl'a
Invitations at home. The Sun is
showing, as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
—Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and hunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garlage Co- 014 phone 1113.
-,--The ladies who expect to go into
the new grove being organized by
Mrss. Isetnan.. will meet at her rest-
deuce, 402 Washington street, Mon-
day afternson, at 2 o'clock.
Mtodcal Tuesday Nig6t.
Professor Gilbert has about ar-
arranged his program or the lutist-
cal to be given at the Chautauqua au-
ditorium Tuesday night for the bene-
fit of the First Christian church, and
promises the mursic lovers of Paducah
a girls entertainment. Such, how-
ever, its Profesor Gilbert's usual
treat. With an understanding of
Vaducith audiences, he exercises a dis
truct faculty of giving them just what
delights and Weasels. Mr. S.-J.-Titus,
of Syracuse, -who is his guest, will as-
sist at the musisal. He sang at the
oreen  . recital at the • Chriettan
church last night 1T11 at once made
-a happy impression on his audience.
*Mr
, Card of Thanks. -
We desire to express our thanks
to those who were go kind to us
during the.long illness and death of
our dear husband and father. We
te tleeek eesekeiallY Local
Cnion, NO: ,559, Jersey Vamp No. le.
s, Ws„and,Evergreen Circle No
--- 13. May God's richest blessing he





We ro.,• just FireiVi'll the fol-
lowing fruits from callifonia:
Fine Florida Pineapples. -
Extra fine Bartlett Pears.
Very tine NIalaga Grapes.
Fine, juicy Egg and Sugar
Plums.
Fresh Limes, ideal for le 
lute, =lc a dozen.




Mr. A. H. Egan. superintendent,
and Mr. A. F. Reese, roadmaster of
the 1.mila-rifle division of the Illinois
Central, ,with Shier Dispatcher J. B.
Thomas, of the Paducah district,
went up the road this morning on an
inspection.
Mr. J. G. Neutfer, assistant super-
intendeut of macherery, aud Me-
chanical Engineer Moody, of the Illi-
nois Central, returned to Chicago
last night after an Inspection of the
Illinois Central shops.
Mr. Ed C. Walker, of tile Illinois
Central shoos, returned to work this
morning after a brief Illness.
Because of the impossibility of se-
tiring a suitable house' at moderais
prices, John Jones, a Paducah mem-
ber of the Illinois -Central wecking
crew, secured a trangter;ss4rOm the
Princeton to the Paducah'shopti.
Blacksmiths are today welding the
big shaft of the steaneet Electra. 'fee
shaft was broken near the center and
tie job is a big ones-requiring many
blacksmiths and helpers to ilttgsfte
the broken parts.
Mr. W. C. Wagner. nu visor of
bridges and buildings the Illinois
Central-. has many small Improve-
ments under w in Paducan. He is
repairing b ges, shops, floors and
turntab pit In the Illinois Central
shops'Isanis yards, besides mauy re-
pal rs.
- E. S. Hay, colored, a laborer em-
ployed by the Illinois Central. let
boxing drop on his right Saner- yes-
terday and crushed it.
Houston McClure. an Illinois Cen-
tral car repairer. caught his left
hand under a falling jack,yesterdav
afternoon in :he local shop yards anu
L'hushed it.
M-Sts Lillie Rouse and Mr. Jack
Adcock. of Lone Oak, wIT1 go to Mt.
Zion tomorrow to spend the day.
Mrs. E. ,G. Goodloe, of Little Cy-
prests71s ill at her home of trialasia.
B. & L. NOTICE.
Fort y•secoed series of the MN:han-
ks Building •& boats Association is
now open with a subscription of one
hundred shame of stock. This is 
of the best investments in the _city
paying 10 per cent if carried to ma-
turity. If you own a lot and desire",
to build a home, we will be glad or
loan you the 'money at per cent in-
terest. Mechanics Building & bone
Aseociat ion..
F. M. FISHER, Secretary.
Mrs. john Snlith, of Eddy:elle
will return home tomorrow, after a
vislt to Mr, and Mtin:Cherles Craw-
ford, and Dr. And Mrs. S. Z.-Holland -
of Grahamiille." Mrs. Smith returned
this afternoon frotres Snitthiand.
whiire she went for a day's visit.
Oeetteletially a Man goes to the






Miss Anna Webb hat received n0-
44ee of bee appointment as a menthe,
of the committee of the Arts and
Craft committee of the State Federas
tfon of the Woman's club. Mrs.
Mary Gratz Morton, of Lexington, is
chairman of this committee. Miss
Webb is chairman of the Arts and
Craft committee of the Woman's
club in this city, and her selection by
the state federation is a recognition
of her eminent fitness and an' honor
to the local organization.
Entertained His Friends.
e--Ott-leie-inem-ffeer -Witeleee-
yesterday, Mr. W. F. Bradshaw enter-
tained a few of his friends with a big
barbecue dinner. Barbecued meat
of various kinds were served the
guests, and an enjoyable day was
spent by those present: Messrs. Joe
A. Miller, Campbell Flournoy, Hal S,
Corbett Capt. Harrison Watts, Rob-
ert Noble, James Eden, Peter Allen,
Major Aelscraft, Charles Wheeler and
-W. -L.: Bower.
supper
Yesterday belie:ling. Misses Lillian
and Lorena Beyer gave a supper at
Wallace park in honor of MISS Mabel
Smith, of Owenaville, Ind. Those
present were Misees Mabel Smith
Carrie Beyer, Lillian Beyer, Lorena
Rock, Robert Fit trick', Roy Stone,
Clarencle, Krug Jim McGinnis, George
Rock and Mr. McDummick.
Edwards. of Washington Street, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Logan.
Fred Heilbron, formerly salestuaNorth Fifth street, left today for Da
In Wallerstein's clothing store, re n Springs for a two weeks' stay.-
turned today for a visit after four' Mrs. Lee Potter and children, Ma'
years. He travels out of New York. Duke, and Whittle, of 725 North -
lenth,street, left today for Cline,:New Orleans and Boston mat-
ting, rugs and imported goods. ja two weeks' visit to friends ai
Mr. Pat Lally went to: Gilberteviile relatives,
this morning on -business. Mr. L. S. Ogilvie, Jr., 2303 Kt,,.
ai Park. Mr. and "Mrs. V. H. Thomas t tucky avenue, returned todaywil 
leave tomorrow for New York. Wash-
ington and other eastern potties.
Mrs. George Katterjohu returned
from Cairo today after a several
weeks' visit.
Mr. Beery Ubles went to alaxons
Beyer. Katherine Rock, Ethel. Sea- Mills thial morning on business.
mon, Flora Seamon, Effie Jones, Jes-
sie Pisekin es Irene Cud and Me 
Col. and Mrs.iplohn Sinnott, ac-
ted by Mr. Stewart Sinnott. The Rev, W. T. Sonja*" left th
Monte Adkins,, Ceei Don, Will returned this morning from Kenosha. morning for Mississip -to attend the
Prof. (inheres Recital.
It was a large crowd that assem-
bled at- the Christian church last
nieht to attend Professor Harry,Gil-
rt's organ recital, and the enter-
tainment partook ef -a -welcome to a
favorite, talented son of Paducah.
Professor Gilbert as usual had pre:
pared a splendid program. He has
improved, if anything, sinee- he left
Paducah, and his renditions were a
deligIst to his hearers. Mr.' S. J.
Titus, of Syracuse, N. Y., who assist-
ed hlm..has a splendid bass voissanci
made a good impression. _The pro-
gram was as follows: ,se'
Prelude teem LohmtPrin—Wagner
La Cinquantine-e-Gabriel Marie.
"The Lordsfs My Light'-:-Alln-
son.









Lottie -Scott entertained in-
formally last evening with a lawn
party at her.home, 904 Broadway, in
honor of Messrs. C. C. Perry, of St.
Louis, and Wernett Graver, or Shi-
loh, Tenn. Refreshments were served
the guests, who were: Misses Dixie
HEster, Ida Collier, Willie SlcGarvey.
Audrey Collier, Lillie Hurt, Sallie
Farmer, Daisy Underw000, Ina Ke-
gen, Kate Scott. ,Prudence Stanford,
Fannie Scott, Lillie Rolfes- Sadie
Pierson, Caine- Scott and Messrs. Ar-
thur Emery. James Gregory. John
Mulherrin, Thomas Hart, Hillard
Starnes. Rey Jones, Thomas Volker-
son, Will Lenihan, Marvin Cotrell,
Thomas Flood, Will Franklin, Clar-
ence Berry and George VVendelkin.
M. ruing Party.
Miss Mary Wheeler entertained
this morning with a ruorntng party
in compliment to Miss Carrie True-
heart, of Louisville. There were
three tables. The 'prize, a hand-paint-
AT THE BOCKSTORE.
Spleator Subscriber: "Can you give me 'A Man to Love?'"
Meoh IVIar,ised Clerk (abruptly): "I'm afraid not, ma'am. You might ask
the geintlemen at the next counter." fitt
ed plate, was won by Miss Slildred i burg, Tenn., was in
Orme, and the guest of honor was business,
presented with a pretty plate.
Harry (Chief) Lloyd, the ball play-
er, is out after a week's, illness.
Mrs. Anna PeaSe, of Cincinnati, after a business trip to the city,
who has been visiting her.  mister, Ms-4 Mess W. -H. Poore, 1215 Salem
C. -Budd, of the avenue is *getting friends in Parts.
anti Madison streets,.
oe Moue May Davis, oe..xstesh_teeisn. , _
I Senator Conn Lyon, of Murray,
wiellirarsranthodaMy 
a tgonv,isoitf hle.ar beroetnht elr: iists,
Ll'iaidv tel'Alihlletnodaanyd little brother
Circuit seric Joe Miller. John, arrived today from Masteld
Captain John aNebb returned frozeto be the guests of Miss Lucile Black -
Fulton this morning. lard, 1104 Jefferson street.
Attorney John G. Miller went to Misses Rose and Carrie flu
Eddyville this morning. 412 South' Third streTt,' left
Mr. Joe Carter, of Marsin, Tenn., for Dawson Springs for a two seek
is visiting friends In the city. )• stay.
-TSritelf: Tea" Mr. and Mrs. Fred Runge 12i
Monday for Nashville, where hts Broadway, rettirned today Is
family is visiting, and then he will
eon Springs. where they lei.
o to the Jamestown exposition and._ to 
.Norfolk.
Mr. Pat Lally left this mornisMrs. G. W., Talks will return to
for the Jamestown exposition al.
her home in Si. Louis this- even'ag- other cities in the eat.
after a pleasant visit to Mrs. Jennie
city to
where Mr. a,nd Mrs. Sinnott
have been for their health for two
weeks, but-they are unimproved. Mr.
Sinnott left several days ago for Ke-
'meta to accompany his parents
home.
Miss Marian Ada.r. of Hawesville,
wa arrive today to visit Miss Mabel
Celeste, of Tenth and Stadieod streets.
Mr. Bob Bieck, a forMer partner
of the late Will J. elike in the tail-
oring business. 'in the city. Mr.
n west for Several





pleasant visit to Pine Wu
Meniebiaand Paris, Ten
Miss Lillian Wells









J. B. Allensworth, of
ele, arrived here yesterday
on siness.
Mrs. John W. Isitzhngle of Jack-
son. Miss., went home last night af-
ter visiting her parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. W. T. Bolling.
Mrs. T. E. Ford and daughter,
allsees Grace ad Daisy, have gene
to St. Pau:, Minn., to visit the for-
mer's brother; Dr. T. J. Stun.
Dr. Louis Levy. of Nashville, is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rosen-,.
f hal.
Miss Louise Hem goee to Ander-
annual eneampme of the state
guards at Co.! ut. He IS chatilaip
Manager 4eph T. Bishop, of the
St. Ber,Sid Coal company, has re
turned from spending several w
"Memphis. Tenn., where he s tit
in a sanitarium. -
Mr. and Mrs. W. C e have te-
turned front r and Mess J
K. Wilson at Be on. .
Mies Mani Bauer has returned
from Ne ork, Jamestown and oth-
er ea n points.:
as Sarah Weeks yesterday 'went
o Hopkinsville and Cadiz.
Mr. Robert D. Morrow, of Mem-
phis, is visiting his mother; Mrs. sal-
ly Morrow, of Sixth and Jefferson
streets.
Mr. Edward Brown, of Shelbyville,
arrived yesterday to visit friends for
several weeks:
Dr. C. E. Kidd. of Livingston
connte. has come heal to practice
medicine with his brother, Dr. 0, R.
Kidd.
Mr. Russell Bass. of Louisville, is
visiting friends in the city toddy.
Mr. Frank Davis will go to Ceru
Iran Springs to spend Sunday.
Mr. T.C. Mitchell and stster. Ruby
left yesterday for Hazel to visit his
mother and sister. Miss Wine Mitch-
ell own] accompany them home arid
will visit here,
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bringlitirst,
son and Hammond. Ind., this week 621) Kentucky avenue, will leave on
to-visit. Monday for Clarksville, Tenn., for a
Miss Mollie McCleary has return- several days' visit.
ed from vial-Gag -Louisville and • ate Baker. Sixth and Wiesh-
Lexington. ington .streets; has returned from
Mrs. J. P. O'Brien, of Benton, is Dison Springs. ,e
visiting her son, Mr. Harry-O'Brien. Mr. J. W. Johnson. of Murray, was
Mr. J. L. James and Mrs. W• T. in the city today on business. —
James have gone to Marion. Ky., to Mr. W. V. Eaton, 601 North Sev-
visit. enth *street, left today for Dawson
Mr. and Mrs. Maeters and Mrs. 0. Springs to recuperate from his Fe.
D. Brown, of Fulton, arrived Yesler- cent Illness. •
day to visit Mrs. A. B. Yates, of Mr. Shelte W. Jame**. 520 North
North-Bixt h street. Eighth street, left today. for Dixon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Edwards have I Mr. Pallas Brown wee' in the city
returned from Bayou Mills, where today the guest of Mr. Harry Gilbert,
they have been visiting *several
weeks. .
Mrs. M. C. Lyngh and Mrs. W. H.
Poore left last night for Paris, Tenn.,
to visit. 
_ -
Miss 411kmity Ware -- has returned.
from visiting Mrs. Elliott Mitchell, of
*beds', Mo.
Mrs. .Elliott alttrhell an, daugh-
ter, Elizabeth. of Moberly. Mo., are
visiting Mrs. Mitchell's mother, Mrs.
J. W, Cobbs. of Broadway, near
Fourth street.
-Mgr Ernest Baker arrived today.
porn Fulton, ind -will return there
after a shiest visit here. He has ac-
1 --xepted a position with the Illinbis
Central Railroad company as fireman
I 
froMr. E. S. Kahn _returned today
m a business_ trip through the
south. • 
,
Miss Nell Barry, 333 ,North Sixth
street, returned today from Mayfield,
where she has been visiting. She I
was accompanied.home by little Miss
Dapihnifc, Cooler who will Visit her. i 
Mrs. Bs .1, Billings and children. 0
Lougenia and Arneta. 1106_ Monroe ;
street , -rotes-M-4-  it ciday from - Fulton 
whet' S They ha' been visiting rela-
tives for -two weeks-. -- —
Miss Enla Russell, of Naithville
will arrive tofilght on a two weeks'l
visit to Mrs. B. J. Billings, 1106
Monroe street. I.1
Miss-.Georgia iseman and Mrs. John
Morris and daughter, have returned
from a two months' visit in Chicago,
l
;
Detroit, Bay' City and other boints in
the north.
• - I
The Rev. .1. W. Blackard and fam-
ily have rettfrned from a fishing trip'
up the Ohio river about 23 nilless




Sept. 2411t, Web, 26th and
:7":111 Premiums.
Mr. J, R. Roberts, of Haze as
in the city on a buitineas trip. •
Mr. L. B. Whitesides, of Nelr
York, 'returned Rs. his home today
Fulton, where he has been
friends and relatives for two wet-K.
• Mrs. Sallie-Couch, of Princeton, I,
visiting Mrs, Mary A. James, 520
North Eighth street,
Mr. Solon Palmer, cashier of es
bank at Benton, was in Paducahseee-
terdey on business. '
M. Brown is a concert violinist and
is on his way north after a success-
ful tour of the southern states. Mr.
Brown left at noon for Louisville.
Mr. A. G Brown, of Huntingdon,
W. Va.. Is the guest of his brut-Ur,
Capt. Wade Brown, deputy twitej
Stettee marshal.
Mr. Spencer Howie. of Wickliffe,
who hag -been visiting his brother,
Mr. Merray (Bed) Heyde: turnkey























off on all can-
oxfords -
2i) per cent of on all *3 5ff'
acid Bereot4 OXicoeps
014LS.




Frank lJust's barber shop. 117 N. 4tli
St. Apply F. MeFisher, Post Office.
i*OR THE BEST- sandwiches. chilli
and s hot tanhalee, tale. 111%
-South; Third street.









GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorperated.
' •-•
Subscrilier. inserting wain Moo ha
The Sun sill kindly remember that
all such items are to he paid for
ben the ad is inserted. the rule ap-
plying So 'every one' without excep-
tiop.
MITCHeLLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-325 South Third street.
SHORT orders a specialty. Page's
restaurant,
WANTED A c7ook, .eseed
(erred. Either phone lie.
WANTED-2.So men, women and
children. 10 take part in Gregory's
Moscow, to be given at Wallace
Park Bale Grounds next week. Apply
at 110 N. Fourth St., between 7 and
S m, •
WANTED—Lady apron makers
,No charge for patterns. All Irani,
portation paid. All goods cut. $3.6*)
per dozen. Stamped addressed en-
velope. Inter-Home Co.. 4504 Cottage
Grove•ave.. Cnicago.
ik -
WANTED—For U. S. army: Able.
bodied' unmarried men between ages
of 21 and 35: citierns of the United
FOR RENT—Apartment In 603 States, of good character and tern-
North Sixth street. Geo. Rawleigh.
FOR heating ante stovewood ring
437 F: Levin.
appiy to Recruting Officer, New Rich-W A LI. PA PER —Room corn plete,
meed .House. Paducah, Ky.iSes0. Ph-one 1556, Leroy.
CLEANING and pretes.g. neatly WA.NTED SOLICITOR—Man with
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a, ability to call on business people and
citizens of Paducah and vicinity.ANYTHING in the short ordet llne
• Must be good talker. impressive andat Pile's restaurant.
old 
have good appearance, thoroughly re.-
phone 
EARLY breakfast wood,
sponsibte and mustbe a hustler will-
 ing to work. Salary satisfactory to
—WANTED--Gcod hand to work in right man. Address, with three lo-
Dairy. Phone ,old 2450. C. M. Black, cal references and full information.
FOR DRY WOOD, old phone Alexis, care The Sun. -
2361. •
iterate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. Men wanted now
for service In Cuba. For informaties
1617 Broad
FOR SALE'—One fresh mulch
Many persons have wondered bow
.ebout Strawberries.
leOR RENT—Apartment in st603 strawberries got their name. They
North Sixth street.,,Geii. Rawleigh. have leen so called by alrglo-Saxou
Olt SALE. At once, good, gentle
cPber()rtept.eiding name for them appears
for hundreds of sears, but no
family horse. 912 Trinible street. .
, in other languagee On the contrary,-FOR RENT—Two or three rooms,.
their fragrance mainly is set forth infurnished or unfurnished. Apply
417 the names by which they are calledNorth Fourth.   in non-English-speaking lands. The
beriger!' le scents probable- that the
"straw" is the long stem of the vine, ,_
jOhich rune along the ground. Sonic
have thought. 'however, that -in
at.e.seient times the Anglo-Saxon berry
hunters brought the berries homeeor
gent them- to market "upon straws.
The explanation that the word is a
corruption of "stray-berry." fide to
the running habit of-strawberry vine,
is believed to be erroneous, as welt as
that which would derive the name
from the habit • of placing straw
attestig the plants to keep the berries
off the ground.
Coronets of dukes are' adorned-
with Ettrawberry leaves, though au-
thorities on heraldry insist that they
are not strawberry ;eaves- at all, but
merely conventional leaves whir)*
popular fancy has turned into the
suesitireeteerrrite_InenTs
ever, strawberry leaves are actually
halite by the - house- ---01-IrraSPT -sit
Lover as it punning 'allusion to the
family name. since !Iralses"
lith for strawberries.
-In 'Paris the 1-airier cry of
"Fraises du bolsi" ree units upon the
streets during wild strawberry time:
The fragrant berry telbtought In by
the harrow load and sold in 'great
tenantitice in all quartt‘rs of the city.
The French name Is from the Latto
"frftea." from which WP get otir wont
"fragrant "—Chicago News.
• WANTED—To buy feather bed
and feather .pilloss. Address 433
Clark. Old phone 317
FOB HICKORY stove wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
New Phone 763
FOR .SALE--Gentle family horse,
8 years old. Lady can drive. Apply
1745 South- Sixth street. •
FOR RENT— Rooms fur light
housekeeping. All modern cotereni-
ences. 513 North Sixth. 'a, F. ('ox.
OLO HES cleaned id pressed,
st work guarauteed. Sulumun,-The
_South Third street. Phone
1016-a. '
FOR SALE— Eight good work
mules, four wagons and harness. Ap-
ply to Gip Husbands, on farm south
of Paducah.
FOR -RENT-- Seven room house;
screened; all modern conveniences.
Suitable for double tenement. Phone
1065.
THE OPEN ls'O colored excursion
of the season to Cairo on the steamer
J. B. Richariison .on Sunday, Augu
4th. Round trip ell cents. A John-
son general excursion agent.
WHEN BUYIN'a HARNESS, Sad
dies or 'repair at the Paducah Harness
.and Saddle Co., you are getting the`
hest. 2,04 Kenluerty avenue.
WANTED—Salesmen- to geliTeutts
or' commission,. Eaeeilent aide line.
The CharRition Refining Co., Cleve-
land, Ohio.:
WANTE1S .TO SELL QUICK--
Three hundred thousand good cedar
shingle* at $3.50 per. thousand
Fooka-Acree Umber Co , Tenth and
Monroe,
Irish Twister.
rat —"Mike, 'is dternk yeZ•be.-
Mikee--"A lie, a lie you're speak-
ing. YPZ would not dare to epake
thus if Oi was sober."
Pat- "If yes was sober Y'd haisi
the common since to know yes as
1-41AL::„q1.015191,1 kilet nem„. '
DR. MILTON BOARD
(wit, columbia Ifti lid I rig.
AVith Dr. J. Q. T*9Inr.
4'hi)nt.#4.•-•-•10.kidlt.111 41, I'M I r Hone,.
Other, lloth phones
Heetre-10 to 12: 4:30 to 3:30: 7 ea
N; Sunday, 10 to IS
46-••••••••111L.,
Sari Evidence is Positive.
$2,400-A chance of a life-time to
"The period during which human
hey 2-3-3 seres ot eataTillial county -
life has existed on our globe probe-
land on the easy inetaliment Plan, lug since Harriman gut the upperty years imposed in nes the holder bly is tem short, even if our first
Ude cash and balance $20e per year. hand in November, 19/16, and put his of their proxies, they could not 'ask parents had begun the work,to afford
Six per cent. Land lies about four own man in as president of the Illieme to offer myself as a candidate for observational proof of such a cycle of
studies below Birmingham on Little nuts Central fit place of Fish is go-re-election at this time. Nor am I change in' any particular star, but
the fact of such evolution, with- the
evidence before us, hardly can be
doubted. I cist fully believe had
the American modifications of the
terrestrial spectra, under sufficiently
varied conditions of temperature,
pressure and environment been fur-
ther studied, this conclusion would
be greatly strengthened, but in this
study we must have regard also tor
the spectra-the stars themselves.
The stars are the cruicles a the
creator. There we see matter under
conditions of temperature pressuee,
environment and charity which we
cannot hope to emulate in our lava-
ratories on a scale ad magnitude he-
side which the proportion of our
greatest experiment is less that a
drop to the ocean. The spectroscopic
astronomer has to thank the pgysie
cast chemist for the foundation of his
silence. But the time is com.ng, and
we can almost see it now, when the
astronomer will repay the debt by
wide reaching contributions to the
fundamentals of chemical science."
tbolisirei Inspiring Discovery.
In another passage Sir David an-
nounced the confirmation of the In-
spiring discovery of which South
Afriett tad Ihe -test news. -- He said:
"By patient and long continued
labcr and minute sifting of numeri-
cal results, the grand discovery has
been that a great part of the space,
so far as we have visible knowledge
of it, occupied by two majestic
Bear creek-- mostly hill land. After
the first payment, at least ;200 worth
of timber. 'could be sold every yeur
from the tract making the lend cost
the purchaser but $5-oo. It wilt bear
investigation. Sam Culp, riving near
the land on Gilbert:eine and Birm-
ingham road, would show it
$ 2,000-No. 424 South Ninth
street 5-room house 1 14, story, in
goed condition, centrally located.
good neighborhood, Sete) eater, bai
once easy.
--
$625--Ax150 foot to alley lot on
Perth side, of Boyd street opposite
Trimble street charch, $50 cash, bal-
lnce1,2 3, 4 lears or
•
$500-• -North 12th street lot be-
tween Trimble and Burnett: $50 cash
balance in four tears, G per cent.
$1,100--760 foot lot, northwest cor-
Her
.
 Harahan boulevard and Monroe
Street. eloderet I. building restric-
tions. Sewer, walk, gas and electric
lights, available. A title lot for a
home.
U341--Lot 4011341 to alley, north
side of Trimble street between Ninth
-and Tenth. Brick walk, car line,
good neighborhood. Half cash.
$1.200-Big bargain in Meehan-
heburg land nearly four acres,
would make 23 lots Good land for
dairy or market garden, Would car-
ry Itself easy and in a short _time
.ng.to be fought all over again. It disposed to make any effort to pro-promises to be almost as prominent- cure_proxiee. In view, however, of thely before the public eye from now onilettdg and proxies which have al-until the meeting of the etockholde ready reached me entirely withouterr of the Illinois Ceara! on Ovtober l solicitation on my part. I do feel16, as it was that period betweter the bound, if possible, to attend theInsurance Investigation which tiroltejstockholdets' meeting, and shall, al-up the close friendship rorinerty Caller hearing what may- be brought out!sting between the two 'men etil the i thereat, vote my own, shares enddirectors' meeting at which Fist was such proxies as may be :onfided todepoed Ime in the best interest of the ownersFish gaited the trouble whell of the whole capital stock,ended et lie calling Harrenan a. liar! el also shall In all probability ox-by sr niuig out a statement tod.i e. plain as clearly as I can to the stock-about I hi. Enna, Central, in which, holders what has been going on inhe call td attentlqn to the sniallness
of Harrimane stock holdings in com-
parison with his own, and said tree
while be did not intend to enter into
an-active campaign for re-e1ect4on to
the presidency, he• had received trdin
stockholders a large number of un-
solicited proxies and would be on
Mine at the meeting to vote them In
addlion to his own stock and the
stock of his close associates in the
conlimny.
When Harriman was ;yea:tie the
eine. of the Union Pacific Railroad
I .ornparl) tills after 1)001 he aad nor
44I`1•11 111:a statement. Ai he ap-
peet hie 1 ht.• r.-porter. who *AS
wn1luIg for him at theloor, he shook
his head and said jocularly. presum-
ably in refcrenee to some interviews
published lately and eTrdited to him:
"1 ant uut going to say any foolish'
things Imlay."
Harriman Invites Wrath 40(
"Have you seen this statement
about yeer holdings in the Illinois
Central?" he was asked,would sell in lots making the buyerl "Dcin't talk to me about thea very handsome profit; $300 cash, nois Central," he answered. "All mybalame easy. 
interest is In•Union Pacific. I'm turn-
ing all my attention -to making that
a good thing -I mean." he added
with a laugh, "keeping it a good
thing."
"But it's a statement by Mr. Fish",
he was told.
At this Mr. Harriman showed more
interest. As he glanced through thel'.6let No 713 South Tenth statement his laughing manner dis-'trete getween Ohio and Tennessee appeared, he grew more serious. andstreets. Lot 39x1 65 feet to alleY:S then he declared emphatically he wasroom house with hall Half cash. the ":;i rgest stockholder in the Illi-balance 1 and 2 years, noia Central, etc."$1,6414)- No. 422 South Ninth "You 'mean counting the holdings w. F. pluton
brick walk, $2.30 cash, balance friends, don't you, Mr. Harriman?" 'monthly. "Never mind what I mean, I -own Fowler $64m- 20 West End lots some-odd mere shares than Mr.- Fish, severe... 1","' Evittsshapes, south of-Norton greet and
between 26th and 29th otreets. for "He says you own only 130 E. .1. Paxton$2041 cash: balance $50 per year 6 shares." C. F. Johnson
Per cent.-, "HP 'Jas. Cam bel 
W. Sagby that werna-well, thatewern•t just •
right." and with that Mr. Harriman D. W. C°°1111
disappeared. B. J. Billings 
W. L. Bowers A few minutes later Mr. Fish.gieve
Harriman's statement the Ile dirt. Friedman, Keeler & Co. 
Fish Declares His Intentions, C-ovington Bros. 
51:0°410 C1"- Er"JeCnUrn'itaslistce
In the statement which he - gave F. W. Fisher  
I • •
trouble, Mr. F6h said: Hummel Brea. ' 
.25..0.0 1E. 0. ,Boone_cut, and, which started the whole Wallerstein Bros. IL. B. Ragan
"Within the last few days quite a Farley & Fisher' 
number of stockholders, of the 1111- Dr. C. G. Warner 
nobs Central railroad company have-Rhodes & Burford Co  
sent me their proxies to vote at the B. Waite . 
next amoral meeting, to be held in H.. MamMen 
ern- ne try , -15trecuser Kidd
19(17. Others have written on the Joe A. Miller
subject. Being unable to reply
promptly, I take opportunity to say
what me position its: . •
"an November 7,- 1906, the., sev-
eral directors of the company held
shires_ therein as tallies:- John Ja-
$3006-e most desirable )-room
bens.. with bath. Fountain park ad-
dition. northwest cetrier - Fountaiin
igetiut. and Harrison street, $500
rash, balance easy. Fine home bar-
gain.
FISH GIVES LIE
TO E. H. HARRIM
Says Latter !fries Not Own
Majority of Stock.
-
OW 1111w41,. l'enftal Disegreetneet Re.
shedi in Teo Wares
Inters les a.
FISH WILL GIVE OUT NEWS.
New York, Aug. 3.-E. H. Harri-
man late this afternoon made this
statement to a group of reporters: "I
am the largest stockholder in the Il-
linois Central and have been ever
since 1 went Into It"
Ten minutes 'litter Hieettnan's
statement _was repeated to Stnyves-
ant Fish and he said to the report-
era:
"It Mr. Harriman said that he lies
and you can print that I said so."
Fieli All at Fire Agate.
NV filch _meatus  _that _ the liar rint.ire










$300- New two-room house with
big porch and well, on BOOtial-rstreet
in Vaughan'a addition, Mechanics-
burg. Near big Innis. leat etax142.
Bowie rents for leo per year or 2-0
per cent gross on the investment. Mr
J. W. Bottoms ii lug near could show
the property. Lies west of etill
Street. Cash,
Reading the History of the World in
the 'Heavens.-.Many Other Suns
London, Aug. Sir David
opened the annual meetiefg of the
Blitish association with his presiden-
tial address today, dwellInk entirely
crit liefretiothical subjects,. While It
probably was the mien Meal and
least popular inaugural address to
which the association ever listened, it
contained, neyertheless, a passage of
extreme interest to laymen.
Referring to the revelations by the
spectroscupe that many nebulae are
merely inchoate massed,, of luminous
gas Sir David said:
"Evidence upon evidence has been
accumulated ti) show that such nebu-
lae consist of the matter out of which
stars (that is, suns) have been made
and are being evolved. Different
types of star spectra from a com-
plete and gradual sequence, as sug-
gest that we have before us, written
in the creptograms of these spectra
saucnosmplete story of the evolution of
to the active sun, like our own, and






We have a leather case
containing knife, fork
and spoon which occupies
so little splice it can be
carried in the vest
pocket. Would make a
nice present for one
going on trip. Call and
let us show it to you.
McPHERSON'S
Drug:Store.
and hold the same certificates for the
satire 12.452 snares.
Will "Explain' to Stockholders..
"I long since reached the conclu-
sion that, although I owe a great
deal to the stockholders for the trust
which they had for more than twen-
the conduct of the company-s bust-
nebseduring the last 12 months, and
'show them to what extent their
board of directors is and has been
controlled by those of ette number
who also are directors of the Union
Pacific -railway company.c'
HUMANE SOCIETY
sURSt 'RI PTI 0 V: I lft 'REA sED BY
HUMANE OFFIcER TONER.
ikit of Mo.(' Who Contrilnated To
Vowel Needed
Ii, the organization.
streams of stars traveling in oppe-
site directions.-
"Accurate, minute measurement,
have given us some certain. know.-
edete  ets.le eke_ diet_enege_ee
within a certain limited portioit of
the space. In cryptograms their
spectia have been deciphered with
the amazing truth that the stars in
both streams are alike in design,
alike lir- the chemical constitution,
and alike in process of development,
but whence have conic these two vast
streams of matter, out of which have
been evolved these stars that now
move through space in such majestic
procession?
"The hundreds of millions of stars
that cauterise these streiims-are
they the sole, ponderable occupants
of the apiece? However vast maa. be
the system to which they belong, that
system itself is but a speck of illimit
able space. May It not be but one of
millions of such systems that pervade
thou by searching find out God?
Cana thou find out the Almighty
unto perfection'!''
Says Other Suns Exist.
Other points Sir DavIdebrought out
included the statement that in t•ti
with the scent material avaljable,
now seemed certain that suns •
actual velocity between eighteen ar
twenty kilometers a ascot
spending almost exactly'
yearly motion of ,the sun travel
throu„gh space in equal quadruple dis.
tanee of the sun from the earth.
Sir David appealed to the public
government for funds to enable a
survey from Cape Colony to Cairn.
to be completed so the largest arc of
the meridian that can be measured
on the earth's surface might le
drawn. He also. appealed for th ,
erection on the southern hankie',
otes huge reflecting telesco•Pe :1
inensions similar to those of ti.
American telescope on Mount Wii
son.
He enthusiastically welcomed GI-
proposal of the Carnegie institute 1 ,,
establish a meridian observatory, oil
the southern hemisphere, saying the
task to be undertaken by such ob-
servatory, by a cape observat'ory, and
if possible by another In the senth
ern hemisphere, so the three ob-
servatories in the northern heme
sphere would be regarded by astrono-
mers of the future as the most valua-
ble contribution that could be made
to agronomy of the present day.
Taken in conjunction with the astro-
graphic survey of the heavens, now
so Tar adeanced, he 'said-, It -wet' air
opportunity that, if lost,"tould never
be made good.' It was a work that
would grow in value yearly ana one
that would ever be remembered with
gratitude by astronomers of the fu-
ture.
•
Humane Officer Jap Toner has filed
a report with Treasurer 'Richard Ru- J. R. Grogan
dy for his work as humane officer
(luring the past two 'months. He
has seen each member of the society
and has seen many not membereeand le Michael  •
Urged them_to join. Personally Mr.
Toner conducts the soliciting of sub-
scriptions. a duty heretofore per-
Cite; National bank 
Mettle Klinger & Co 
Bunk Etter 
formed by the members of the club. 1 B. B. Breeder 
Mr. Toner succeeded in raising $293 T. J. Mieore 
to August 1 in subscriptions, but F. N. Gardner 
stated hi his report that it will re- R. G. Terrell quire fulle, $3.50 to meet expenses of R. C. Thompson the societsTNThe officer has. secure°
subscriptions for twice the amount
ever secured before, and has been
highly complimented for his energy.
Among those who subscribed are:
 $5.00street, 1 ti double house. 40 foot lot, of the Union Pacific arid or Yon; 
R. R d%   5.00
5.00
5.00
mon y payment lots
north of ilinkleville road and west of
Oak Grove. You never miss the
nioney in this way: $10 cash, balance
One dollar per month.
$90-0-_Five eerier on Hinkleville
vied 1% mites from city limits, just
east of C. C. Lee, all In timber, make
good suburbain home. One-third cash.
talance 1 and 2 years. Good and
tale place to plaee money for. invest-




2200- -.acre 'land half mile from
e-41,--thwits. briar-eft Ffitikieville road
and Jefferson street. Half cash.
$1414)---Kentucky avenue 40 foot
ht south side near 15th street, $1041
cash, balance easy-. Begins 55 fore
ewe of old city limits.
$g54)--.Jeffertion street 40-foot lot
_ north 44.4e betwen Seth and 14th
' streets. Cash. This is the cheapest
lot on -Jefferson. street.,
$ 35'a- Clay etreet 40 foot lot lietween
19th and 2,1th, Terrell's FotinUtin
peirir addition: $25 cash, balance $5'
per moath. - .
$600--Seven Mechanicsburg lot
in Thurman, teethes, Herzog
and Bethel addition, balance
$1'd per month. Fine money
saving ' • toffee Meehaniesburg
• property will increase in vitiate as
there .will be a car rine out there in
the near future. .
$350.-Maytield road. 50 foot lot
sotrth side near MiltrA•r's addition:
$50 cash, balance easy.
$ fe050i--No. 11219 North 14th
street, Desirable cottage home, 3
rooms, 40 foot lot, west side of Bur-
-nett street. Cash:* "
$850 Salem av;nue 4-room houee4
north side between 12th and 131n.
near car. line. .11alf_casii,
triZern 3-room large
porch, North View addltlon. Shade
trees, $500 cash, balance eady.. Near
ear line on Ellis etreet,
times o',and he knows it, too. A. F. Bra aw 
Hiram Smedley 
Guy Nance & Son 
J. S. Bleecker 
Roy I,. Culley 
Crice & Ross 
cob Astor. 7.000; John W.- Auchia- 
Nagel & Mever 
(doss, 600e Charles -M. Beach, '500: 
,Wallace
Palmer Transfer ('o.. James W. Cutting, 300; Stuyvesant Bond, & pewee 
Fish, 12.452; Robed W. Goeiet,
620; .1: Teafarahan,-1-4-4; E. Har- 
e. L. Brunson 
email. 130; Walther-her' 
.51,0 R. W. McKinney 
Charles A. Peabody, 500; Cornelius 
Louis Clark 








Rudy, Phillips & Co.  5.00
Win. Hughes  2.04









Paducah Laundry Co.  1.00
Paducah Brewing Co.  5.00
J. W. Ogilvie Co. b  1.00
Kentucky Realty Co.  1.00
Geo. H. Goodman  5.00
Chas, De Werthern  1.04)
I. Naubeim  1.40
First Nat., bank  2,10
B. N. Scott  5.00
T. Sutherland  2.04
W, J. Gilbert  2.04)
J. D. Mietquot  5.00
Flournoy -r-e-  :00
W. C. Gray  3.00
Purcell & Thompson  2.00
Irãrler & Bon  2.011
5.04) Leiberman & Butler 
1 10.00 John G. illnkliff
5-00 New C'ity Liundry 
:too Total, 32,430.
Ell Guthrie & Co"So far as I know the holdings et
W. Rieke ....the Wolters have not changed mate-• Home Laundry exit., striae thst and mine has
o' (Awn
 Hank Bros 
5-'46 J. R. _Puryear  -1.
5.00 Herman Friedman
- 340 Loeb, Bloom- & Co.' 
r•°  jeanestaft arra _Ws, VA,
1.44 Thomas B. Harrison 
1.00 J. W. Faker - 
41.' 5-00 .1. R. Smith 












For beautifying your vards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and ace you. Phone
Schruaus Bruit. for the largest
and most complete stock of
flowers and plants tn. the oity.
Fr.. delivery to any







J. L. Wolff  1.041
3.00
Tully Livery Co.  500
E. Lackey 6  1.00
Ferguson, Palmer Co..  5.00
Paducah Transfer Co.  3.40















Hard Beaded Old Sheep Leads His
Cunfreres to Safety, But Gets
-ills Coat Singed.
New York, Aug. 2.--A fire which
worked havoc among a row of frame
buildings In "Little Italy ' developed
a new kied of hero In the 'shape of
the old bellwether of a flock of.abeep.
The bellwether gathered his follow-
ing together when the danger threat-
ened, and led the entire flock,. out
without so much as a loss of a mem-
ber or the singeing of a woolen coat
except his own. That was badly
*earthed. sad the bellwether Mirka
his leg In his rescue work In addi-
tion to beim; overcome by smoke.
The Incident was a reveltion to theHank & Davis  2.0'3 resident, of tan district, who neverJoe Desberger  1,00 dreamed that a bellwether was ate -
GPO. 0. Hart 8c. :Son  3.041 thing but a foolish old tee. alth ne
Central Coal & Iron Co.  50 power to act in a ecists.
Harry Anderaon 
2. () A thousand chteltetis andelorP. Soled in oloteg lettativ-ifffi545 firetti-J A. tilatib44 , 
C. L. Van Meter  
2.0° wee. They- were suffocated ant fire
2.00 horses were burned to death. TheWheeler, Metes & Berry  
B. Smith & Co.  
5-94) fire. occdrirtat In lho midst of tie
I 1.00 ;ceiebra than of the al cannel fk ,
Oval, attracted a great crowd an 1
for a time broke up the festivities in
the neighborhood. Mary of the pa-
raders who were passing by near the
beetle when the flames started hur-
ried te see the sight.
The fire started in the junk &mei
of Mike Stellillo, at 418 East One
Hundred and Eighth street. Ten
Names that were kept in the rear of
his place-were led out to points of
safety. The fire spread raptiEv on
each side, eating into the two story
structures between 406 and 420. At
416, occupied by John_ Mahon, two
horses were burned.
The flames also burned the strut.'
urea occupied by Tony Paladho.
416 East One Hundred and E
street, where, the beliwether
played its courage and its wielot,
Great quantities of burning hay
460 and 422 sent big volume-1
choking smoke drifting el ,
"Little Italy," and the ere
the flames to a large tank of t'
Consolidated Gas company caus,
nervOus apprehension among the ft.
men.
The chirkens and ducks were 1'
property of, Mottus Breit., at 41
When the gnaw • drifted Intel 11
place-they could not be reached,
the reserves of the East One Hundred
A second ettlitem was sounded ale.1
and rowei-h strek station went in the
Beene to keep the great crowd i
order.
Limit.
plat Ts-lint always kite:.
The coal trust's hard of heart; '
The ice trust, you may lie.v in mind.
Make, sweating parcels smart.
But on trust, coal. true. ,ae trust, tiaq
Benign are they ant! sweet,
CoMpared with combined barons who
Are robbing us on meat, - •
---Thiladeeeea Ledger.
1 is funny to see how much hard-
er a man will work to get a graft
than he will to get' a bigger amount





If you need a cook, uhouse girl
or house boy call old phone
5014-r. We have a good list. of
house servants always. We can
also furnish colored laborers
to contractors. • •
Johnson le Reynolds






when I serve you. We
' 
ignvetipornef:Jar minxes! at-

















0.0. W. Krattsarjohn (.3•.10. A. Cietrdtatsr
Residence Mime 1221. Residence Phone 1347-r-4.
PADUCAH PAVING CO.
, CONTRACTORS
1 ; ran itoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
Steps and Buttresses.
Anything in 4•43irwrit construction we, do it Estimates furnished.
1 Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113.a.
_









































































If you don't have a rainy day. F!ickness, trouble-
you can't tell just what will happen.
If you haven't tidy money what are you going to
do,
You won't miss a little out of each week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Opel., an recount with us and protect yourself






W F. Paxtos. R. Rudy, P. Puryear
Preeldent. Oaehtee, Aiadatent Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
lac•raorated
ClaPital   ew.4-eliNW4  IOW  • • $100.0011
Surplus .... • •  50,0041
Otockholders liability .. • • • • w-r • . . 100.000
Total Decor*, to deposit or Sti50,004)
Accounts of individu ale and Orrin solicited. We appreciate
stall as well as large de positora and accord to all We seas
s 4 •3112 treatment.
•
Interest Paid`on Time Deposits 












for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two dose. give relief, and one beg
Will sure any ordinary case of Kid-
ley or bladder trouble. Removes
travel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
Len and women. Sold at 60 cents'
per box an the no cure no pay basis
by h1cPherson's Drug store, Fauna
and Broadway, sole agent for Padn-
ash, or sent by 111111 upon reoelpt of
price by Lark Medicine Co.,
• Kv
A AlentlIelill Howie.
It is vary hard .o make an "int-
prevision on those people who defend
their possessions on all occasions,
says the Youth's Chin panion A lady
was explaining to a visitor the many
advantages of concrete hollow block
ioustruction, of which the walls of
• ber new house were built.
"The air spaces in the walls af-
ford insulation against heat in sum,
mer and cold in winteteh he 
plained, "Besides, such walls afford
ventilation and insure a more health-
ful house."
The visitor reflected a moment and
replied:
"Our frame house must be quite
as well built. Every night we lock
the cat in the cellar and have to let
her out of attic in the morning."
The Evening Sur-foe. a week.
gANTAL-MIDYStandard reuses ter Giset.Gabonese's.*
iv se NOVELtaesVI-












.be was IS wooby •I *rms. 'repaid f.
si tr. s t; • Th
DYSPEPSIa 
"Roving Oakes your rapdathil "rmearels" hie$rn,a0atip5 and beam entirety eared of •amayheaisairrh sir dyopopra. I think * wool of prelimRea to "ea/rearms-for their evaderf•I hove taboo namernes other ao-eal led re
Sal without avail and hod that Cr,arta r•Inivemem is a day tiara oil Ur rare I Oars rhosword In a year "




Pheasant. Palatable F.t. I I De gond,Sever ft...least.. Weaken Cr t.r. . r•Pf . Me. Netersold In hell. The gene,. tni;.I oterneed C(0.iluarant......1 tn. r :Ire
S'-iiis Reeled). ( N Y. ,iy•
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES•
EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
MIRO Loin
sysiwin• aas Padoessk Packets.
(Ineorpors.toa)
(Daby Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John fil
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evan*
Ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef.
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
return, 84.(00. Elegant music on the
bat. Tabl un-surpassed.
MTEAMER DICE FOWLER
[waves Pali ucah for Ce.iro and way
landings at 8 a. m. share, daily, ex.
/apt Sunday. Special excursion rate.
now In effeet from Paducah to
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table an-
surpassed.
For further itfortnation apply te
N. A. Fowler General Pass. /gent, or
13iven Fowler, City Pass. Agent, al
Fowler-Crumbangh & Ch's- *SW





Leaven Paducah for Tennessee River
. Every Wednesday at 4 p. m,
A. W. WRIMIT.... ....... Master
EUGENE 1ROBINSON  (leek
This company As not responsible
thr Invoice charges unless e011eeed by
the clerk of the boat. :
heit ._,......... 4. t Specini .e.xeursiop Iltles frhs_p_gd3i
tt
.. ah Co Waterloo. Fare for the round
. RID $8.00 . Leaves Paduceh every
Wednesday at 4 ri. at.
THE PADUCAH EVENING S
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
-a1213r.c. By CHARLES KLEIN.
Story of .1mericate Lift Novelized From the Play by
.412TH UR HORNBLO
---
COPYRIGHT. 1906. BY G. W. DILLINGHAM coMPA)IY.
(Continued from lust issue.)
i'llAPTElt V.
FIEY were four days out from
port. Two days more and
they would sight Sandy Hook,
and Shirley would know the
worst. She bad caught the North Ger-
Well Lloyd boat at cherbourg two ditee
after receiving the cablegram from
New York. Mrs. Blake bad Insisted
UP tanning along in spite of her niece's
protests. Shirley argued that she bed
crossed alone when coming:. she ...mid
go lock the natne way. Besides, was
not Mr. Ryder returning 'mute on the
efitmeethipS He wontet come:thy and
protectien both. But Mrs. Mahe was
bent in making the voyage. She had
not seen her sister for many years and,
allirtniVer, this sudden summons from
America had upset her own plans.
The alarming munituom• homeaud the
terrible shock she hail experience.' the
fellowing meriting when Jeffereou
Aimee her the newspaper article. with
Its astounding and heartrending Den**
about her father had almost prostrated
Shirley. The blow was all the venter_
for being so entirely uniooked for.
That the story was true she could not
doubt. Her mother would not have
cabled except under the gravest Or-
cunistauce*. What alarmed Shirley
still more Acne that she had no direct
netts et her father. For a moment her
heart stood still. Suppose the
this shameful accusation had killed
hint? Iter Mood frexe in her veins, she
clinched her fists and dug her Naha into
her flesh as she thought of the dread
polistbility that she had looked upon
bum in life for the last time. She re•
membered his Met kitati weals when
he catue to the steamer to Nee her, off
and his kiss when he Kitht gtoodbe, and
mhe had melted a tear of weleh be ap-
peered to be ashamed. The hot tears
welled np In her °ern eyes and eumeed
unhinderol down her cheeks.
Suddenly Hie beard a familiar step
behind her, and Jefferson joined her at
the rail. The wind was due west nnd
blowing half a gale, so where they
were tending one of the meet expos-
ed parts or the ship It Was WW1* to
hoop one's feet. IM may nothing of bear-
ing any one speak.
"It's pretty windy bere. Shirley."
ebouted Jefferson, steadying Wieser(
against it .:tanchion. "Don't ycru want
to walk a littler
Ile had begun to eon her be hrr fleet
name quite naturally, as if it were a
matter of eolith*. Indeed, their rela-
tions had eome to be more like those of
brother anti sister than anything else.
Shirley was too much troubled over
the news from home to have a mind
for other things, and lii her deities*
she had turned to Jefferson for advice
rid help as she would have looked to
tn elder brother.
Ile was sorry for Judge Rotennore. of
course, and there was nothing be would
riot do on his return to secure aaitte
drawnl of the charges. That. lee fa-
ther would use his influence he had no
doubt, but meantime he was e.elflsh
ettongiehobs glad- tor -elie-opportreete
it gave him to be a whole week :done
with Shirley.
Ttcus -hvents, combined with the
weather. conspired to bring Shirley
and 'effereion more closely together.
The sea had beeu rough ever mince
they Maned. keeping Mrs. Blake confined
to her stateroom almost continueumly.
lhey were therefore gOnstnntly in one
smelter's emminny. and slowly, en,
eoneeioumly, there was tektng. root iii
their hearts the germ of the only real
and lasting love-the love bairn of
something higher than mere physical
attraction; the nobler, inure enduring
affection that Is leen of inutnal sym-
pathy, association and cotupantenship.
Jefferson had been misting furtite
glances at his uompeihote and as be
noted her serious, pet-salve face he
thought how preletyhthe was. Lie won-
dered what ehe was thinking oe and
suddenly 'fettered no doubt by the raysi•
tedium power that enables some people
to read the thoughts of otherii, he said
abruptly:
-Shirley, I can rend your thoughts.
You were thinking of me."
She was startled for a moment, but
immediately recovered her melt posies-
Won. It never occurred to her to deny
-hise-powlered-for-s-nwrment -
then replied:
"You are right Jeff, I was thinking
of you. How did you guess?"
He leaned over her and took her
hand. She rustle no rembitance. Her
delicate, slender hand lay passively
his big brown one and met his grasp
frankly, col-di-ally- lie whispered:
"What were you thinking of me-
good or had?"
"Good, of com-se, flow could I think
anything bad of your
She turned her eyes on him In won,
derment; then she went on:
"I Was wondering how a girl could
distinguish between the feeling she
has for a Mil she merely like* and the
feeling she has for a man she loves."
Jefferson bent envies- forward so ne
to lose no word that might fall from
those coveted laps.
"In what category would I be
placed?" he asked.
"I don't elate know." she aneweree
ughingly. Then seriously she
"Jeff, why Omuta we at like children?
Your actions, more then your wields,
eave tokl mC ttmt yon love MP: I have
known It nil Monte If I have appened
cold and ludefferept  It is  
1T.;liesiftited.
"Beennier echoed JelTereon n:
as if els Nebo* future depended
pn that reason.
"Because I was not sure of myself.
Would.it he womanly or honorable on
my part to encourage you unless I felt
I reciprocated your feelings? You are
young. One day you will lie very rich,
The whole world lies before you.
There are plenty. of women *lee would
willingly give you their love."
"No. no!" he burst. out In vigorous
protest. "It is you I want, Shirley -
you ahem."
Grasping her hand more elosely, he
went on. passion vibrating lu every
nate of his voice: "I lore you, Shirley.
I've Weed you from till very first e1 v..,
log I met you. I want you to be my
wife."
Starke looked atralght up into the
Plume eyee SI eagerly bent down 011
hers, se entreating in their expressi.m.
and itt a g:•ntle voice full of emotiou
the answered:
"Jeffereoe, you have 11011e tile filo
greatest honor a man van don woman.
Doult ask me to answer you now. 1
l'ke yoa eery emelt. I more then like
r at Whether It Is love I feel for you.
ilutt I have net yet determined. IV vi'
..1i. ely present trete& and then
ey literary work"-
"I knoet." agreed Jefferson, "tilat
this Is hardly the time to speak of mei
'tatters. Your father bag first veil MI
r ur attention. But ae to your Uterery
-le I do not teuleretandse
"Simply this: I me ambitions. I
vete had mm little sueetes -Just etleiclu
et crave- for mare.- I realise that mar
:lace would put an extinguishem. on all
ispiratIons in that direction."
"Is marriage so very eounnonotece?"
grumbled Jefferson.
"Not commonplace, but there Is te,
room in unite:age for a woman have. •
persoml andeltione of her oval. Owe
married her duty la to her husband
anti lee- children, not to herself."
--That be right," he replied: "hut
which is likely to ;eye yon greater Joy
-a literary :mopes or it happy wife-
born'? When you have spent your twee
years and ghen the public your best
work, they will Olney -you over for
some uew favorite. You'll find your-
self an old wetean with pothiug more
substantial to show as your life work
then that gremtionable asset, a literary
reputatiou. now Hutto- literary repu-
(uterus today coni:eal au aching heart
and hind It difficult to make beat ends
inert? How different with the woman
who married piling and obeys usture's
behest by eontrIbutIng her *hare to the
process of evolution. Her life Is spent
basking in the affection her husband
and the chubby smiles of her dimpled
babes, and when in the touree of time
she finds herself In the twilight ()Eller
life, she has at her feet is new genera-
tion of iter own flesh and blood. Isn't
that better than a literary reputation"
Lie spoke so earnestly that Shirley
looked at him In surprise, She knew
he was serious, but he had not sus-
pected that he thought so deeply on
thew, matters. Her heart told her that
he was uttering the true philosophy of
the ages. She said:
"Why, .11-ffeeene you talk Mee It
book. Perham you are rieht. I have
no wish to le a hipestockine and de-
terted in 11/:7 old age, far from it. But
give me time to think. Lei us first as-
certain the extent of this,,,disaster
which has overtaken my father. Then
if you still care for me, and if I have
not changed - my "mind." here she
glanced slyly at him, "we will resume
our discussion."
Armin she held out her hand, which
he had released.
"Is it a bargstinr she asked.
"It's a bargninhipe murmured, rais-
ing the white hand to his lips. A fierce





We take pleasure in announce
hag  that  we now heck...Den/At nee&
Alcohol ter our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use In the aria
and mechanics it is the most -
economical and Satisfactory rue
known.
-Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Nex4 time try
It in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756. '
15e pt. and bottle; hc rebate
for bottle.
25c I pt. and -hottle; 10e rebate
for bottle.
36c 2 pt. and bottle: 10c reboil*
for bottle.
5.11. WINSTEAD
?Nig Terme en releplone Orders.
Seventh and Broadway.
hie itrtn% ahd htss pa,6qu1tely the
"it's a totosaia," lie innrinurect.
mouth that lay teniptingly near his
own, but his eourage failed hen. After
all: he reasoned, he had not yet the
right.
•A few minutes later they left the
deck and went thownstairs to dress for
dinner. That same evening they gess'
mettle at the rail watching the mysteri-
ous phosphoresrence us it sparkled in
the mointlIght. Her thoughts trailed-
lug faster than the ship, Shirley slid-e,dente: asked:
"Do you really think. Mr. Ryder will
use his influence to help wy father?"
Jefferson set his jaw fast and the
familiar Hyde gleam came into his
eyes as ha ponded:
"Wh ot? My father is all power
Nies- e has tnade and unmade Judges
mutt legislator.: and even preedileuts.
Why should he not be able to put
stop to these preposterous proceed-
ings? will go Lim directly we
laud, and we'll see what eau be done."
So the time on .h II tio:i ru had passed.
Shirley- alternutely I moyed up with
Lyme. and again depressed hy the
gloomiest forelsodings. The' following
night they wowed Fire island, and the
next day the huge Meunier dropped au-
chor at quarantine.
(To be continued in next Issue.)
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGua
For the complete cure of Co. • i 'a.Asthma, and Errnichitis s all Li,, "m-atelots tending to C..nuemption. Llv•rweitt.Tar mad V ild Clt•rry have for ages main-tained an e.lablished reroutation es • ..tandardrough Remedy It contains no opium or barn..fit: drug cam he ern with gaiety to children.Price 11.00. Sold by &Prey a List.
Wit aims 1114 Co.. Props.. Clevelaod. 0.
INVENT'S A SIMPLE RTACklelt.
Will lei the werk of Four or Few
men-Earrnee Says He will
Revolutionise Farm Work --
N.
Salina, Kase Aug 2 Wetei
letrins, a farmer, reg.:Meg jtmit no,' h-
1' set of this city,:hes invented a bay
am ii grain loader and stscker that
piemises to rei,eltitionlze use e
C t putting up hay Like all othcr
Lent saving mac` i :t relucee
tee expenses Incident to the haying
scale,' because of the ::AC* that OW.'
min or boy can do th work of f• tor
0- list able-bodied men, anc the ewe
Man a boy will cot sscat ;IA
zr..44 a as either of the tour or five
no- .1.
3 he new machine Os ar Improve-
ni.ee. over any other hay s!ackci•
the market In several woes, ate. it
.i,aeris that the onlyitolleenelletiaary
e.T rove Mr. Rinins a neat little nest
f.," ie. to get the el.cr en the
oia:,kel.. Its value can be rein at a
glance, and it is such a Pimple con
trivance that Its manipulition cm be
learned with ease *Ad lit a short
time. In appearance ft :s a skeleton,
but being built of galvanised keel,
except the teeth, it Is strong and
Iturable, and 'can be belt affselleeply
as any other machete of a similar
nature now in use, it weighs about
1,000 pounde.
Mr. Kouns & nember of
Salina peopie to his . alfalfa eeld
few' days ago to see the machine ant
the ease with-ShIch it was .operated.
Unlike other machines a is easy on
the team, and it Ira.; plain Hill -a
strong boy could operVe It witiont
difficulty.
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY PILLS.
Have ypu neglected your leldneys!
Have you overworked your nervous
syteM and cabled trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
bladder? Hale you a flabby ap-
pearance of the fare especially tinier
the eyes? If so, WIllint_ne Kidney
Pills will cure ou-
ce -Oc.
Williams,* Mfg. Co., Prop., Cleve-
land, 0.
Air Ten Miles High.
-The •curiosity of the modern man
of scienee knows no bounds. One of
his detest exploits is trapping and
grout with
the aid of an automatic Apparatus at-
tached to a balloon, specimen of the
upper air from the height of almost
ten miles. The apparatus and the
experiment were of French inven-
tion, and at a meetink of the Acad-
emy of. Sciences in Paris. not long:
ago Prof. .d'Anbignae reported the'
result of the analysis of the captured
air. It simply showel that at the
height of 51,100 feet above the sea
level the composition of the atmo-
sphere practically is the same as at
the surface of the earth, although Its




Any man in gft aldlig with any
woman: all he has to do is to let her
have her own way.
a
, A girl of sixteen pretends to know
a lot more about men than a woman




Whole Country Enjoying I n-
precedented Success.
Crop, Are Good and Price,' High, anti
Demand Pressee close Ability
To supply Markets.
-
coNDITRINS OVER i'OU \TM .
Chicago, Aug. 3.-There never was
so nnich prosperity throughout the
United States as now exists, and ml
cutlook for the future is for a ei
titillative of good times. There s
nothing feverish about the condition
-it is merely the natural, healthy
result. of the country's growth.
This was the general view taken
yesterday by Chicago experts in va-
rious commercial fields, who cem-
mented upon the New .York inter-
views from editors of trade papers,
who declare that prosperity is her:
to stay. Chicago is stated as having
a prominent part in the country
good times and is becoming a finan-
cial center in a way it teas never
been before,
Enormous sales of nterehindise,
huge manufacturing outputs good
wages, large profits, excellent crop
conditions-such are some of the fac-
tors in the reign of general prosper-
ity.
Sales of merchandise are reportel
to be enpreceietented, while (arta-
ries Of almost All kinds are stated to
he. running far behind their ordets.
Rig Advance In Steel.
The steel ieciu.try is an index of
the general situaton.._The net -earn-
ings of the United States Steel Cor-
poration In the quarter ending June
20 were the largest In the history of
the numpany, the amount being $45,-
:;03.7o5, Ar 63,7;p8.741 More than
the best eartengs reported for an:,
preceding quarter. The unfilled 0.-
'Prawn the books of the eompany arc
greater n volume than at any sine
Ear perod : f previous years.
Clear:fig-honer reports show that
the business don. by the banks is
good in the extreme. In Ni w York
City there is It decrease of clearings
since last year, but this Is _due to
the fact that there is not so mace
speculation as there was. thee
The railroads are taking an
gestic view of business con.l.
because of recent crop reports. Ear'
hr in the season it had been feared
That the crops this year would be
Late reports, however, show
that the corn crop is immense, al-
though wheat is lighter tnan a year
ago.
Good observers declare that the
-prosperity Is not contined to spe-
cial classes but that both employers
and employees ttre sharing In thh
good things.
While it is admitted that living ex-
penses have ineregsed about 10 per
cent. in the last three years. It is aeo
poleted out that wages in most lines
have increased also. A ere is going
up that there Is a shortage of labor
In many parts of the country. -
crape Prombie Wonders.'
Ti," crow condition 'generally Is re.
lorded as satisfactory. Hot ' and
forcing weather In the corn belt and
cool, clear weather interspersed with
showers in the Northwest are fast
making up for the crop shortcomings
caused by freaky weather earlier In
the season.
Favorable weather added about
330.0tie.000 bushels to the sire of
last year's corn crop between July 1
and maturity, and it promises to ai,
as well this year. As the acreage this
year is 1.3(11,000 bushels larger than
last, accorditer- to the July report of
afts--silyernment, the chances of im-
provement arermewhat increased.
At the time e government esti-
mators made up their report the lat-
ter part of_June the corn crop was
generally backward and much of it
was generally backeard and much of
it was leede, yellow looking and
sickly. 'arm weather . and cultiva-
tion have followed the , cold . and
freaky spring and have removed the
eatly drawbacks and the plant now
has a dark, rich green color and has
advanced-rapidly-,-almost to the tas-
seling period--up to the northern
eonfines of the belt:
the data furnished by the govern-
ment estimators Mentioned above,
was 2,517,000,000 bushels. A total
so colossal that it had been unheard
of previous to live years ago and
hardly dreamed of ten years ago.
- 
Corn Seldom_ Hefter.
hard-headed grain men , who I
lieve that the corn prospect is en,
200,0011,000 I:matte's hotter now th
it was at the beginning of Lily, :c
there are some that even
that it may, approach the'',
year of 1006 when the crop r,
the surprising total of 2.927,0,,
bushels.
The corn crop comprises about I
per cent of all the grain erep• ere,
"inthe United States an,l
ance is a wealth prods,
he overlooked.
According to the Judy 1 promise
the wheat crop -of the fled Street(
was about 116,000,000 bushels, and
oatsp45,000,000 bushels less ,than
east year, while rye 'and barley were
abont the same. :Since then the con-
ditions have grown more favorable,
RifffilEffr are noon, ' u
view of business conditions. Their
cliange of attitude is caused largely




Indorsed by Business Men, Incorporated. $300,000.00 Capital
29 Colleges in 16 States. in F. leaugbon, fres.
SaieIj
PRACTICAL susiNass
K, own as the Up to Date liana= Schools





MY . A COME IX Boot • :nem Petite*, or 71101h-eh, 1,
MAIL keeping, ltankineeto rive persona In each
  Shorthand, Psn- attend a business college. a In, %III al untotounshlp, ArIthinetle, Telegraphy, Letter CUP and send rIA.S notice ( mentIontnif thisW111.111$, Law. Mechanical Drawing, Bust- 1 papery to eraughon's Practical Bus. College:
PADUcAR, 314
or Evansville, %unpin,. or St. bouis.
GRAYSON SPRINGS! KY.
Most noted waters and baths in Arneri,.,i
T H E IDEAL FAMILY 1iLi;8C)14 -1'
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity 600 guests.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct SpringsHATils --Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Message.
AMUSEMENTS-Danclne, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting,
Fishing.
Rails h tie II pit wet, 425 V 83150 psi e.iil Sionsi Rees is Fumes, Partin NV
0110u. latest Rand Ire Rafts If 16.40 our Wools Central Railroad
NIERCKE B120/3., OWNERS AID MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
LAKE BREEZES MAN ITOUcan tea tifeVIZT Narlealg
First-Class Only- Pan....eo,;, r 're 0 0 EsfItlSsCiy
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS t
.0.




 BON AQUA SPRINGS
In the
TENNESSEE HIGHLANDS
.‘,,•..,„,,,„dati.tis for .)00 guests. Rates thee per week and upwa,rele
4. peee tymeilet sent ..n receipt of poste! Wr•te




of a Lake Trip.
1,
• I, manlm.,• •
ing 2911.000.01) ciii toe
het at...a 1/eteuill and Cie% ad f,,r
Season P.
ID a C -T I E TABLE
macwINAC-Citvtairi•
Mondani & •Satu.days 9-30 A. M.
•T0esdars In...rodeo • 00 P.M.
t.v.D•trett Menders & °Satan:Lays S.00 P.M.
•Wedneedayt FrIdayt 9.30 a. M.
Trl-Week y 600104 'rept heaeee r'.,,..5, sad ehm•siodft"Tdn"artarJoierld."".."""Wa )'.e.ornt. je=leo 10 tar ihe C dcT Liao •-. overate day seekieslia•y batmen. llerlaad, eas.ta.aayawl Toledo
Seed at *neat ortamp tee Illastrated Address, I.. 0. tee* n. P. A., name% La.
DETRO TA CLEVELAND NAV. CO. re*, •amet.. Pm- 1. A- 11•11.1., Gm" ille•
LA tit gait DIVISION-
Lae, Der 1 da.v  10.35 P. kt.
Agriv• Cie. and (laity . S  ? 1 A. M.Leave Clin lInd daily  its P pp
Amy. Der 1 dady . . .  5.35 A. V.
One Glene. sunshine.
Ills play is a failure.
It is a frost and a fizzle --2A ,
The 
ndhei;:nrshatg.hotaar, that strange Patient of
knowss drit'amaOst bows te's head upon "I don't know. repiied 1116, other
his hands and refuses to be comfort- ,"but I'm trying to turn it into ty Aoki
ed, for it la his first- Mink. - fever. That's Mt great speeialty, you
One by one, 'his friends try to sayeknow."--The Catholic! Standard and
something that W111 ccuso:o him. but 'Times.
to no still.
Finally hIS trusting wife tis
siEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Raney, prop.
one sunny gleam in the clouds.
"Anyway," she says, "yeile deists
have to go through the ordeal of'
making a speech before the ellete1n.
and you know you always said you
would be thankful beyond words i7




Rafts $1 I 057. Eversthing OK
Nix. I. LOCUM PTElflertSI.
ILLINOIS CE Tit.% L E X -
CtlItSION lit' I. L ET I N.
The following reduced rates
are announced:
Atlantic City, N. J. Spe-
cial excursion Pekin 101 leaves
at 1:33 a. no., ktuxuet 1, re-
urn' limit August 15. Round
trip $23+.70,
Niagara Falls-- Special ex-
cursion train 104 leaves at
1:33 a. in., August 10, limit
tour days with an extension
of eight days, upon payment
of 25 cents additional. Rottne
trip $1C.45.
Yours truly,
Jamestown, Va. - Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
Ilith-15 days; $2375. Coach
,scursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit-
10 dayis.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Firth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
• J.. T.. DONLW  424, -




Well," asked th., first physi:lan
tewest and best hotel in the city,
Rates $2.00. Two large "wimple
Keane. Bath, rocres,_ Electric Lights.





REMOVED To THIRD AND
..KENTUCKY.
hook Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and library Work a specialty.
1111111111. 
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Round trip excursion rates
from Paducah to Cincinnati.
-SFr. Louis and Memphis, which
are as follows;














AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Send a.Copy of -
THE VA IL' Y 'SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
W are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
-with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358




- -----smommeamemonemes  
No Quarter,
No Backdown
Even though we had no trouble
with our employes 411 securing in-
creased wages and the closed shop,
with another increase at the end of
4.114 :Title On a three-,..teat con-
tract, we are not wen to QUIT.
Some of the other trades are not
so fortunate as the printers. Few of
them have such good employers. We
propose to continue aiding these men
in their struggle for good conditions
and the closee shop.
We intend to keep up the fight for
the UNION- LABEL and for • the
UNION STORE CARD.
We ness< also at times look into the
Matte? of. child labor and other
• Wags electing the welfare of • the
• Then again, we want you to buy
PADUCAH cigar:), PADUCAH news-
papers. shave with PADUCAH bar-
bers. deposit your money In PADU-
CAH banks (if you have any), and
patronize home ielustry ana Union
products all the time.
Our employers do good printing,
their pay-roils go into the Padueah
placket. Let them do your printing
and adaersising.





H. C. Canaday, of the
planing mills. Friday received a tel-
egram announcing the death of hi:,
brother-in hsw, J. C Morrow, at
Itretieott. Ark. Mr -Morro% is well
known In Mayfield where he former-
New Testament Truth." Usual even-
ale shall begin next week or in No- •
NOT GUILTY
MAGILLS P1.1: Ti) CH tItt:E OF,
MURDER AT CLINToN.
One Moline To Quesli count Sustain-
ell and Case.. /la) Re
Consolidated.
•
Clinton, III., Aug. 3.-At yester-
day afternoon's session Judge Coch-
ran sustained a motion to quash the
sixth count of the indictments against
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Magill, and over-
ruled a motion to quash the other
indictments. The defense Immediately
fired a motion to consoledate the cas-
es so that husband and wife could he
tried together. The court took Oils
tinder ectviseitient. The defense then
asked that the trial be set art early
as possible and Judge Cochran an-
nounced Nevember 9 as the earliest Christian.
Possible date. _But after considerabJe TENTH STREET-The Rev. Geo.
argument the judge adjourned court H. Farley, pastor. Morning subject:
until Saturday morning, by which "The Story of Jonah as it. Relates to
time he will liecide whether the.tri-




Fields, pastor Usual morning and
evening servo-es,
TRIMIBLE STREET-The Rev, G.
W. Dante; pastor. Morning subject:
"Prosperity in Times of Peace." Us-
ual evening seriices.
BROADWAY-The Rev. W. T.
Bolling, pastor. The Rev, J. W. Black
ard, presiding elder, will fill the tee-
ter mor-ning and evening.
German.
EVANGELICAL-The Rev.' Wit-
:lam Bourquin, pastor. No morning
service. Sermon as usual in evening
by pastor. Subject: "Letters Written
Without• ". -
LUTHERAN-The Rev, Paul Ben-
t e will preach morning
vember. The defendants were ar-
raigned and pleaded "not guilty "
.4 Bird Comma. -
The State Labaratore .of Natural
History has lately isseed a bulletin
under the tale, "An Ornithological
Croes-Section of Illinois in Autumn,"
written by its director,--S.A. Forbes.
It gives the kinds andr numbers of
nules in total area and taken as a
sample crose-section of Central 1111-
0(05
Peaty-eight- hundred birds were
ly lived and condoeted a book store 
the- Uated Johnsonvillefound sample strip, teo-thirda lay readlisatAt the meriting. . shingles in States In 104 n 
of tnetn English.sparrows and about
The interior of the residence of Ed .11,1e-sixth of the remainder (-row
Ilandrt. Jr.. on South Fifth street. blackbirds. 'The next most abundant
the Merit Manufacturing corn-
ON AUGUST 6
t•NlitiN BESCI 1 MISSION. WILL
GIVE Pic\ it' TO POOlt.
Het. atidecidts. It, W. Chiles Call for
Contribution's to Fund for Eu-
. tertainment of Poor.
The annual picnic for the old and
afflicted poor and children will be
given by the Union Rescue Mission
workers August 6, at 'Thompson's
M111, three miles front Paducah on
the Cairo road, in a beautiful grove.
,The gospel wagon and other convey-
ances will start from the hall at 431
South Third street at 7:30 a. m. Let
l all who expect to go be on hand in
due time that we may have a cool
ride, get on the grounds early and
have a full day of pleasure and re-
creation, with plenty of everything
good to eat, and entertainments to
make 14- a day lone to be remembered
f h • .
contribute to the pleasure of the ,
FIRST-The Rev. 
S. B. Moore. who deserve it will please give
Pastor. Morning. sermon and Lord's °new 
to
 Mr' or, Mrs' Chi" theirnations of money and send hasloe -Supper at 111:45. Subject: "The
4 prepared Monday evening to the hailLight of the World." Mr. S. J. Titus,
or phone us In time for us to callof Syracuse, N. Y., will sing and Mr.
offet:ings, as we expect a perfect se,Harry Gilbert, of Dallas, Tex., will
cess, as has been all of,our oath.preside at the organ.
through the generous help of the pee
Presbyterian pie of Paducah. We gladly welcome
FIRST-The Rev. ,s,At. pas_ any one eho wishes to be with us to
come with well filled baskets and tobirds found by two etpert observers, tor. Sunday school at 9:3 o'elock.
wed. add pleasure to the occaltron.Mr. A. 0. Gross and Mr. II, A. Ray. No preaching. Prayer m ug Mi
lii crossing the state on foot in Sep- needay night at h o'clock. who can, notify children of the time
and place, an dassigt them td get ontember and October from the Indiana! CUMBERLAND- eThe Rev. Joseph
tie to Quincy ,on the Missiasippi McLeskey, pastor. 'Services at tee the happy day Journey -Ma's. Ida 11
: ver. The data of them' observations ceurt house, Sunday *chant at 9:30. Chiles. R. W. Chiles.
.ire so tabulated and discussed as to: KENTUCKY AVENUE-- The Rev.
prevent a complete summary of the J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning subject:
total bird population of a strip 150 "Uuder Juniper Trees:" Evening sub-
feet wide and 192 miles long, amount'jeet: "Right suegineue'• Morning Seven Billion Feet 'Wee Than Re-
ing to about live and one-half square serve'es at 10:45 o'clock. ported Previous Vear-osssine
of White Pine Industry.




Our 20 pet; cent discount shoe sale
*is a family affair because it's of interest
to every member of every family. It's
time for you to BUY and it's also' time
for us to SELL
2ten's,Women's, A*04i!, and infants'
txford4 and 61ippers
All to be forced out of the house immediately by the power
of our
griees of 20 Yer Vent 'Off
This a shoe opportunity that doesn't come your way every day.
')Yail Jt
liege are a few samples of our price cuts. Take note of them:
$ 1.50 Buys woman's Strap Slippers, were $2 50,
$2.80 Buys wornan Patent Colt Oxfords, were $4.00.
$1.20 Buys woman's Kid or Oxfords, were $1.50.
$2.00 Buys woman's Kid or Oxfords, were
Misses', Boys' and Children's in proportion.
gudq, `co., 219-2,21 Zroadtvaq
West Kentucky ("Oat company, The
itird dived for it fish, but took too
tenet) or se plunge and wet Its teeth-
ors so !teethed Dot fly. The bird was
taken on the wharfimat, where its
plumage soon dried
The Cowling made two good trips
Stages, .today with the usual number of Sat-
Cairo ..... 29.2 0.7 tall ;urda.,• hoppers,
Chattanooga . 415 1 3 fall The Kentucky loaded today and
Cincinnati . 19.3 t.4 fall will be ready to leave late this id-
. 16.0. cm reeeternocn for the Tennesiee river with
  teeeto-i- efeein big. freight- trip.
.0 0.1 falli -The' Chattenooga has returned
from Joppa, and left on the return
trip today for Chattanooga.
Puntp.boat, No, 5, of the West
Kentucky Coal comeato. was at the
near
patty, caught tire Thursday evening
about 7130 olleck a few minutes af-
i•7-e-ehe faruifi hid left the house. A
piano was badly damaged, the carpet
almost wrecked, a  pile of valuable
Epiecopel.
GRACE-The Rev. D. C. Wright. WasbIngton, T1. C., Aug. 2.- The LOarissilie
rep-tore-Sunday school services and production of legatee-, lath and Floreeee
_ - W55 the largest ever recerciad. A Louisville  
reefer% bulletin recanlve ,ateued gives Mt. Carmel
--Th7RPtevkilt...Calvitt Thomp- 37.500,900.000 feet as the actual cut Nashville
species were meadow. lark's, crows iot the 21,000 mIlla wheat made re-.Pittabureson, pastor. The Rev. Clay Hopewell.
con birds, horned iatks and mourn-.
Mg doves, ranging in the order
nanted from about 10 per cent to 6
per cent of the whole number of na-
tive birds s ,ea on the trill._
books nearly destroyed and the wall
paper in one room almost burned off
Several pictures, tehrt were highly
.valued 'were also damaged to a con-
siderable extent. The cause of the
fire not known unless it was
caused from a lamp that Mr. Ham-
let left burning on the piano. Smoke
attracted the attention of the neigh-
bors, who with buckets of water, soon
had the Ort,-P:Ictinguished
Ninety-three kinds of birds 'Were
identified in all, but so per cent of
the Individuals,,belonged to only fif-
teen of the. species. These fifteen
species taken together numbered 72S
birds to the square mile, while the
other seventy-eight -species /lum-
bered In all only 130 to the square
nti:e.-1'nivereity of Illinois Bulletin.
Steely job-the equilibriates.
011.1,44..-eJUkk...201 0̂ 1 4"alksftisi
}Vete Things
Among the many new





are the new elastic
and beaded belts; they
are now the leading -
novelty feature in
northern cities. Also
new leather belts, new
bags, combs,. buckles.
Drop in and examine
our new fall showing of
suits and skirts. They
will give you an idea
of the styles foi title
coming season.





.4 5.6 0.1 fall
morning services. 'more than the cut repo....?.1 in li.o.-„.
This is 7.1343.0e14.000 fet St. Louis falai wharf this morning pcfniping ota:t
ports.of Oliver. will fill the pulpit at the
NORTH TWELFTH-The Rev. .1.1 Tie se figures at first se•ym to point paducal: 
'ilt. Vernon . ,  14.9
23.4 1.1 -
0.1 etee.barges.
15.5 0.6 faU The Fannie Wallace. of the. West
Kentucky Coal company, went to
NEW V.41tIF:TV W • I Eft \ 11 Ill- 41
Indiana Diamond Experimented With
By Douglas County Partner of
Kansas,
fa P'_elOck_
SECOND-The Rev. L. G. Graham,Imore lumber than in 1505. in the this morning the gauge reading 
165t Coo 
  this morniag to coarshe 
ole,• & Hagan show boat. TIM
to an alarming con:T esiea -'bat t,!;-,R. Clark, pastor. Sunday school at
icountry had In . ioe las* yeat- tat 
services. Sunday school_ at
ewe evening face of the fast wanio,t stipply, "h C a
difference Is, however chiefly due to cloudy,
"'eela fall of 0 C since yesterday! Weather 
show boat was at Metropolis itpastor. Usual morning
o'clock. . the fact that 21,000 concerns have the packets 
lousiness was good with night and returned to Brookport to-
than 12.000 a Year age.
reported their felts, a- again!! lees Last niget :he Dick -Fowler arrived
. day atid will exhibit there tonight.
Roman Catholic. The irtini 16 late, owing to the big business,' Yes-
ST. FRANCES DE SALES-The the result of respaire, from the terdav was a record breaker, and on
Rev. H. W. Janeen, pastor. Mass at einalier mills, made bat:etre the reek kis,
A and 10:311 o'clock in the morning, and fi'e of the lutibermen now tows- heavy and at some landings it *as
down and up trips freight was
elate that these returag are import-Vespers et 7:30 o'clock
lilt to the trade Slid coai titeir “:;111' 
left. Not any behind was toe passen-
Christian Science. depends upon everybecle 
Lt.: 0,tit., to ger business, for yesterday was the
liarttient.SundaY 10:40 a. In. Wed- inakt them as etainieete- as Paseacle-
if the returns were complete. theynesdav, 7:311 p. m.: Sunday Belem
at 9:30 a. m. Hall 527 1
way, Public invited. 
..2 Breed - 1:-,c,i i):',..100poroloia b bly shfost., !atincit4 et .. of? i'cl:n4.2-
-, ▪ liee cut of lumber formz, peetaps.
Seventh Day Adventletic. . Pe: (-et of the total tribe, cansump-
cies for all purposes. The ArmeeServicee every' 'Saturday at 821
South Sixth street. Sabbath school r•. rlarming enough, taken In erica-
itect'e.t. with out avarah'a supply' of2:30 p. m. Preaching 3:Tio p. m. All
are heartily invited. wood. The total amount of mer-
chandise timber in the (Tutted Stales
Solve( ion Army. is believed to be less titan 00 0.0 011.-
000,000 feet. If the lemon.] conidSunday morning, Fifth and Broad-
way. 10 a. in.; Fourth and Bread- be kept statienary mit no ['meet-
way, 2 o'clock inside meeting at 3 were burned up by _c'rest tires we
p. in.: Fourth and Broadway, 7 p; M.; should 'have twenty seats front now
inside meeting S p. m. Meetings fie_ only what our foseits wou'al have
ery night except Monday. Headquar- grown_in the interval -
ters at 130 Broadway. Three-fourths of 'he population of
the country Is east of -.he MichOsseip
but more than half of The timber cop-
ply is west of it. The west has :u Its
forests material to ast It for near'!"
fifty yeafa if its per eaaita.consuirp-
Church Notes, -
The Home Mission of the Trim-
ble Street Cleurch will meet Monday
at 3:30 o'clock with Mrs. J. E. Re-
Tie, 1500 Trimble street. lien Is no greater than that of the
Prof. Harry Gilbert will preside at ecuntry at large and :f it can hold
the organ tomorrow evening at the
Broadway Methodist church and Mr.
Titus, of New York, will sing the of-
fertory.
The Ramsey society of the Broad-
way Methodist thumb will meet Mon- fifteen years.. In point of fact thc
day afternoon at 4 o'clock at the east is - alrea4y drawing- so heavtiy
church. tpon-u  veil:meat :at lumber that-*
Good music will be a feature of all, the railroad, have traelea to batidie
church this autumn and winter. Sev- Tat- lee , ion walca Douglas fir
the services of the Grace Epigeopallite trade.
eral weeks agoe the vestrymen met i holds Mates tne wesre rapid
and decided to appropriate moneyeptogees toaerda hse,neae the prin-
cipal source of :cite)) y saw timber,
and the falling off et tee peoductien
of eastern states whiah-formerly
,held first place. Douglas fir nos)
ranks second- only to melee: Wee in
total cut, and yields abort one-half
as much lumber: Nev. before bau
it outranked white pine, which for
many years stood first tine lrter Pee-
mad, Just as white pine had to give
way to eetithern yellow pe, this in
Its turn will be superseded by
-=titiae fir, witict 111.4)-- -111104i/1 ki
Trouble's of the Cluise. 'red fir and °reefer pine.--It teem:
nowhere east, of the Rocky motes%Vinthrop E. Stone, president of
Purdue University, lit an ltddress liv
Lafayette, said of ignorance:
4ignorance makes all it touches
ridiculous. Nothing, not even culture
Is immune to Its attacks. Did you
ever hear of the ignorant millionaire'
for an-excellent 'choir, aml left the
arrangements en charge' of Mr. Owen
M, Tulley, the organist, and' sine
then he has been busy and tag got-
ten some of the best singergs in the
city. There will be sixteen members
In the choir, 'and they will be divided
into four quartets. Regular re-
hearsals will be heed, and the choir.
will begin when the rector. the Rev
D. C. Wright, returns from his vi,-
c-at Ion
library?
"Well, there was a millionaire, It 
showed Michigan the leading state in
cattleman, who led a visitor Into a 
total production of lumber. In the
great room lined with thousands of to
census of 1900 Wisconsin had passed
first n place, with Michigael second
and Minnesota third. This relative
position was not changed until 190!.
" 'They're all bound in calf. 
ttin.t when Washington appeared at the
they?' 
top or thetoiumn and Louisiar was
"'Yes,' the visitor agreed, Sthey 
third, with Wisconsin second and
seem to have a uniform calf bindinFt.' 
fiStritnhuesota and Michigan fourth and
"'Well, sire. he said, 'I killed all 
limilitittna nett Woe second
tiotrell MEIN 'Wain!" ""''' --- left second .to.itft1r8Italinci gfinAtoesnder:(1..'̀ 11
I lies;afradomAfroukartssah st,ohaseirovemnothved. ..11dupissti:stiliteThe Wet, of a little religion
In the fact that *if it is real ,it will and sixth plates, while MiChtilOn So'"
Itake root and grow. Ito fotrth.
... I •,
volumes.
-See them books? e. he said.
" 'Yes,' said the visitor.
itself doe n ,c the sam-r annual tclat.
This, hovrver, takes no 34connt of
the dethalids which 3. 4,st:ice:tie,
countty :Witten. Be th;_i east has to t
e..-sugh saw timber of :t4 own to last
Lawrence, Kas., Aug. 2.-Peter
Emery, on extensive farmer living in
Wakarusa bottoms near Lake View,
brought In a sample sheaf of wheat
that has aroused much interest
attiong millers, farmers and ethers
who are luterested in wheat.
The wheat is of the variety known
as Indiana,Diamond, and Mr. Emery
expects it to prove the one suitable
wheat for certain kindd of soil and
certain other conditions in Kansas.
The particular point of superiority
is that the straw is stiff and rigid,
supporting the hativ,y head almost
without bending at all. It stands up
rilarlrere heavy eels& end sit kinds of
Moms. whIs19 often break and tan-
g! ordinety-laisekey red wheat until
much of it Is lost In harvesting.
Mr. !Vinery has a field of betweenHenry Kopf was in command or the
twenty and thirty acres of this wheat.
He siva he has/ never before beenHay was an important item in the see
as., to harvest all of the yield oncargo of the 'Bettie Owen this morn-
that particular piece of ground, iting. 
being a arid of rich bottom land.()theist looreirtuits.
The soil has seemed to melte theThe Oh .0 at Evansville and Mt. 
wheat 
grow so 
large that the stalkVernon continue rising during 
could not support its weight, and a
tangle end nem* wit Of grain have
resulted. lie has hartested the new
veriety, getting all of It, and will
with a big tow of empties for Louis- g thresh ft the latter Part of the week:-
rise slightly.ville. She stopped here to take on
At Cairo will continue failing fur- 'some stores, and pulled out soon to Why Not?ing the next two days.make room at the wharf for -the
The fennessee at Florence. -will "Would you consider it good Form."Fowler.
biggest day this year. and no excur-
meow, were •etterese either. R meeeette next 24 boure, come to a, stand,
just plain' good business. Fawn fall Mr several days. At Padu-
The Harvester passed up last night cab, will continue falling slowly dor-
" hours, then nrobabiv
The John S. Hoplkins was the Ev-
ansville packet today: and she had
good business both in passengers and'
freight.
A kingfisher was found floating In
the river this morning by Harry
Blackford. night salesman for_the
probably rise during the next 36 Said young Adam,
hours. At Johnsonville, not mucti ;To address ft married mermaid
change daring the next 24 houra. As mermadare" 11
The Mississippi from below St. -Judge.
Louis to Cairo, will continue falling. •
..), good home is the best sermon
The Vvening Sun-10c. a week. about heaven,
taing, and by far the greatest quan-
tity of it. is in Oregon and Washing-
ton. •
The -pegging of the white pine. of
the lake states is emphasized by the
statistic's gathered by the census.
which in 1870, 1880 .and 1890
-5
St
444.4344441... '44- •
fl
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